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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to compile, for the first time, a
summary of the archeological investigations conducted in the Piedmont of
South Carolina. This area was largely bypassed by the large-scale
federal archeological activities during the Depression and by the River
Basin Survey program of the Bureau of American Ethnology (Stephenson
1975). As a result, relatively little was known of this area archeologically
prior to the initiation of modern cultural resource management, hallmarked
by the passage of the Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of
1974 (P.L. 93-291), known informally as the "Noss-Bennett" bill, and the
promulgation of a series of federal regulations (i.e. 36CFR 63, 64, 66)
guiding the conduct of these federally mandated studies. To be sure,
there had been some archeological work done prior to this time, but it
was spotty or not reported at all. For the most part, however, archeologists
beginning work in the Piedmont were on an archeological frontier with
precious little background research to guide them. Since that time,
however, there has been an appreciable amount of work done in the context
of a number of different projects, both large and small. It was the
feeling of the South Carolina Department of Archives and History and the
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology of the University of South
Carolina, the agencies that sponsored this study, that the time had come
to assess and summarize what had been done and what was left to do. The
degree to which this report accomplishes that goal is the measure of its
success.
It is perhaps proper to say a few words about what this report is
not. It is not a complete rehash of the major studies that have been
written in the region such as the report of the Interstate 77 survey
(House and Ballenger 1976); the report of the Laurens to Anderson survey
(Goodyear et al.n.d.); the report of the excavations at Windy Ridge
(House and Wogaman 1978); or the report of the survey of the R. B.
Russell Dam and Lake (Taylor and Smith 1978). Rather an attempt has
been made, on a county by county basis, to review what has been done,
what kinds of sites have been found, and what is known of the culture
history. There has been no attempt to present descriptive sections on
the culture history, environment, geology, and fauna because there
exists a number of such discussions in previously published reports
(House and Ballenger 1976; House and Wogaman 1978; Goodyear et al.n.d.;
Taylor and Smith 1978) and it was felt that, within the scope of this
study, that repeating that information was not necessary.
I have taken the opportunity, in various places in the county by
county summary, to comment on different aspects of the work that has
been done and some of the ideas, theories or models that have been
advanced to explain the archeological record of this region. These
comments are offered as food for thought. Frankly, any further advances
that are made in increasing our knowledge of the prehistory of the
region will likely come from data gathered from excavated contexts. For
this reason, my speculations have been kept to a minimum.
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Three maps are presented in this section. Map 1 shows the major
drainages and political boundaries of the region (Fig. 1). The numbers
within each county refer to the total number of sites recorded (top
number) and the number of prehistoric sites recorded (bottom number).
Map 2 shows the locations of the various projects which contributed
sites to the computerized data storage and retrieval system (see Appendix
A), and also those sites of especial interest such as the Blair Mound,
for example (Fig. 2). Map 3 shows the geologic zones of the Piedmont
after Overstreet and Bell (1965) (Fig. 3). Readers interested in a
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Figure 2: Map of South Carolina showing the location of projects
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THE INVENTORY OF ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES
FROM THE PIEDMONT OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Introduction
One of the primary purposes of the present study was to review the
data available about archeological sites contained within the Statewide
Inventory of Archeological Sites located at, and maintained by the
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology of the University of South
Carolina. This Inventory was begun in 1969 (Stephenson 1975: 83), and
there are currently about 3500 sites recorded from the whole state.
This figure is up from the approximately 2000 recorded in 1975 (Stephenson
1975: 83).
For this study, all site files from the Piedmont currently in the
inventory were inspected to check if they contained the following items
or information: 1) site form; 2) location map; 3) artifact catalog; 4)
cultural affiliation; and 5) other miscellaneous items such as photographs,
copies of reports, field notes, etc. This inspection was done merely to
ascertain the presence or absence of the above, and any judgements about
any information recorded. In addition to the individual site files,
every county has a file labeled 38YJCOO, which contains information about
sites in that county for which the locations are unknown. These files
contained numerous references to mounds or other sites of interest such
as fish traps or weirs. These files also contained information from the
files of the Charleston Museum and the Laboratory of Archaeology at the
University of Georgia. These files were also inspected.
As of the first of August, 1979, there were 1650 archeological and
historic sites recorded in the Inventory. Of these 1650 sites, 1617
(98.0%) had site forms; 1536 (93.1%) had location maps; and 888 (53.8%)
had artifact catalogs. Based on information contained in the files, 767
(46.5%) can be classified as unidentified prehistoric, meaning that no
temporally or stylistically diagnostic artifacts were recovered for
them. For 27 (1.6%) sites, it was impossible to tell from the site form
whether the site was prehistoric or historic. These were listed as
"unknown."
After this inspection, the strictly historic sites (that is, historic
sites with no prehistoric materials present) were segregated from the
rest. Sites which had prehistoric artifactual material present will be
discussed below. It should be understood that many sites had historic
material present also, but this was not tabulated.
Thirteen hundred sixty-nine, or 83%, of the 1650 sites had prehistoric
material present. Of this total (1369), 1345 (98.3%) had site forms;
1317 (92.6%) had location maps; and 844 (61.7%) had artifact catalogs,
indicating that artifacts from these sites were stored at the Institute
of Archeology and Anthropology. In terms of cultural affiliation, 767
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Anderson 108 107 96 82 96 52 91 80 95
Cherokee 43 37 36 31 42 15 34 29 30
Chester 93 93 78 29 91 53 78 28 78
Chesterfield 44 42 42 41 44 24 42 41 40
Edgefield 43 43 24 9 42 13 23 4 24
Fairfield 133 133 117 38 129 66 115 36 117
Greenville 83 82 70 55 76 34 68 52 69
Greenwood 41 41 26 13 41 16 26 6 26
Kershaw 7 7 6 2 7 2 6 1 6
Lancaster 49 49 38 31 47 22 38 27 38
Laurens 86 83 72 63 81 42 70 66 69
LexinRton 77 76 64 51 73 38 59 41 63
McCormick 102 102 71 0 102 36 71 0 71
Newberry 47 45 40 18 43 18 38 18 40
Oconee 73 62 63 42 57 16 47 42 53
Pickens 18 17 16 9 15 3 13 9 16
Richland 92 89 55 34 58 19 49 25 55
Saluda 26 26 26 7 22 8 22 7 26
Spartanburg 40 40 31 17 34 24 29 14 31
Union 111 111 103 72 110 78 103 72 103
York 52 52 44 16 51 27 44 12 44
Totals 1650 1617 1369 888 1536 767 1317 844 1345
This inspection was also conducted to determine how many of these
sites had enough information to warrant coding that information for
computer-aided manipulation and storage (Appendix A).
In the next section of this report, a county by county summary of
archeological activity will be presented. This summary will present
information on both the character and the level of archeological invest-
igations. Because the vast majority of this activity is caused by the
need to prepare environmental impact statements that evaluate cultural
resources, the coverage that has resulted can be described as spotty.
For example. there have been 282 sites recorded in Abbeville County, but
only 18 in Pickens County. This variation in coverage is a fact that
must be taken into account when offering any generalizations based on
inspection of the data contained within the inventory.
Also included with each county summary is an annotated bibliography
of any reports or articles that describe results of archeological
investigations conducted in these counties. This is intended to assist
7
future researchers in the conduct of background research by providing,
as of this date, an up-to-date listing of the bibliography of each
county. Conversely, this should also assist the agencies charged with
review of archeological reports by providing them with this same in-
formation, allowing them to determine whether or not the background
research was comprehensive enough.
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ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Of a total of 282 sites, this is 17.1% of all the sites recorded in
the inventory, 18.3% of all the prehistoric sites. Of these, 251












The large number of sites recorded from this county is the direct
result of the construction of the proposed Richard B. Russell Dam and
Lake (formerly Trotter's Shoals Reservoir). The initial survey of the
Russell Dam and Lake area was done by Hemmings (1970a, 1970b). Additional
work was conducted in 1973 by John Combes of the Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology; this was not reported, but was summarized by Hanson
(n.d.a.). One small survey of an electric transmission line was conducted
in western Abbeville County, but the report fails to describe the sites
found (Combes, et al. 1973).
In 1977, the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology undertook an
intensive survey of the proposed Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake in both
Georgia and South Carolina. The survey in South Carolina resulted in
the location of 249 archeological and historical sites. Two hundred
eighty-four prehistoric components were represented by these remains
(Taylor and Smith 1978). These sites indicated that the project area
had been occupied from the earliest phases of the Early Archaic through
the Historic Period; although, to be sure, there is variation in the
apparent intensity of occupation during different periods. For example,
only 16 Early Archaic components were identified while there were 51
Middle Archaic components (Taylor and Smith 1978: 211).
The report that resulted from this intensive survey is a comprehensive
survey report containing lengthy and detailed sections on environmental
analytical methods and results, and the evaluation of the significance
of the sites found. This section of the report argued that sites could
be considered significant if they contributed information relevant to
the study of different cultural-historical periods, such as Late Archaic
or Early Woodland, or if they contributed data to a series of problem
oriented research questions such as lithic raw material use and procurement,
settlement patterns, and the adoption of aquatic resources into the
diet. The final section of the report is a plan of mitigation that
addresses the investigation of both prehistoric and historic sites. A
series of appendices to the report fully describe the sites found and
the content of the associated artifact assemblages. This set of sites
(from South Carolina) was one of the four core data bases included in
the Piedmont computerized data file.
9
Subsequent to the intensive survey, a program of intensive testing
was conducted at 46 of these sites in the Fall of 1979. Most of this
effort was devoted to testing prehistoric sites to determine if any
undisturbed cultural remains might be present. In upland zones, only
one site exhibited potential for undisturbed (by agriculture) remains.
Investigations at two sites located on natural levees indicated that
there was a substantial Late Archaic-Early Woodland occupation zone in
the upper 1.25 meters of the deposit. In addition to this, the auger
testing resulted in the discovery of artifactual materials at a depth of
2.4 meters below surface. Unfortunately, it is not possible with these
finds to determine if the material is in situ or if it is present in a
redeposited context (Taylor n.d.). ------
In addition to the items inventoried in the review of the site
files (see above), information about the person or project that located
and recorded the site was also noted. A review of this information for
Abbeville County indicates that the vast bulk of the sites were recorded
in conjunction with surveys of the Russell Reservoir. The few remaining
sites were reported by members of the interested public, or were sites
known to exist prior to the beginning of the Statewide Inventory.
At present, there are no archeological sites from Abbeville County
included in the National Register of Historic Places. The area to be
impacted by the construction of the Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake has
been designated as a Multiple Resource area containing an archeological
District considered to be eligible for inclusion in the National Register
of Historic Places.




Archeological survey of Trotters Shoals Reservoir area in
South Carolina. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series
3.
This was the first survey of the South Carolina side of the proposed
Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake, formerly known as Trotter's Shoals
Reservoir. Done in 1970, 35 sites were located. The report contains
sections on the natural environment, historic land use and survey
methods. Each site was described and classified as either lithic,
ceramic, or multicomponent sites. Three possible fish traps, or weirs,
were found in addition to some historic sites. Information about visibility
of the ground surface size, topographic position, site type, and the
kinds of diagnostic artifacts found, is given for each site. Also a
list of artifacts found is provided, but the collection method, which
was to take a quick sample of diagnostic artifacts from limited areas,
prevents any quantitative use of these data. These artifacts did reveal,
however, a long and continuous occupation from Early Archaic to the






Prehistoric subsistence and settlement on the Upper
Savannah River. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series
8.
This article is a condensation of the author's survey report of the
proposed Trotter's Shoals Reservoir (now Richard B. Russell B. Russell
Dam and Lake). Discussion of lithic, ceramic and multicomponent sites




Some brief field trips in South Carolina. Institute
of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina, The Notebook 3(4): 93-101.
This is a report of a trip to the Savannah River with Dr. E. T.
Hemmings during which they inspected a site that was originally located
by Hemmings. (See Chester County for complete annotation).
COMBES, JOHN D., TRAVIS BIANCHI AND DAVID MULLIS
1973 An archeological survey of the South Carolina Electric
and Gas Company's proposed Calhoun Falls-Hart l15KV trans-
mission line from Calhoun Falls to Savannah River.
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of
South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 3.
This is ~ report of the reconnaissance of approximately 4.42 miles
of transmissi~n line in Abbeville County from Calhoun Falls southwest to
the Savannah 'iver. A documents and records check was conducted. The
survey was do~e by visually inspecting the ground surface, with open and
disturbed are~s receiving the greatest attention. Eleven archeological
sites were fo~nd, but were not described. They are attributed to the
Archaic period, however.




Update on the Trotter's Shoals Reservoir (Richard B.
Russell Dam and Lake). Institute of Archeology and
Anthropology, University of South Carolina, The
Notebook 5(2): 44.
This is a brief report of the archeological investigations conducted
at the Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake between 1969 and 1973. The work
of Hemmings (1970) and Combes is summarized. Radiocarbon dates for two
logs associated with fish traps are given. There is a short discussion
of sites representing the "old Quartz" culture.
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TAYLOR, RICHARD L. AND MARION F. SMITH (ASSEMBLERS)
1978 The report of the intensive survey of the Richard B. Russell
Dam and Lake, Savannah River, Georgia and South Carolina.
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of
South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 142.
This discusses the findings and results of an intensive survey
conducted during 1977. Over 480 archeological and historical sites were
located and evaluated. These sites indicated that the project area had
been occupied from the earliest phases of the Early Archaic through the
Historic Period. The report contains detailed discussions of the geology,
climate flora and fauna of the project area, including a lengthy discussion
of the aquatic resources present in the river. Other sections document
the background research, field methods used and the results of the
survey. The significance of each site is evaluated in terms of 36 CFR
800 and a series of problem or research domains. A plan of mitigat.ion
is represented. The sites are described in a series of appendices at
the end of the report.
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ANDERSON COUNTY
One hundred eight sites represent 6.6% of all sites recorded in the
Piedmont. The 96 prehistoric sites represent 7.0% of all the sites
recorded and 88.9% of the Anderson County total. Of these, 52 (54.2%)












The first survey in Anderson County was conducted by J. R. Caldwell
in conjunction with the construction of Hartwell Reservoir in late 1952
and the early part of 1953. This survey located 15 sites in Anderson
County, but unfortunately, the level of reporting of the survey was
minimal and there is little detailed information on any of these sites,
all of which are now inundated by Hartwell Lake.
The upper reaches of the proposed Richard B. Russell Lake are
located in the southern part of the county. Surveys by Hemmings and
Combes were conducted and eleven sites were located. The 1977 survey of
the Russell area resulted in the location of 16 more sites. All of
these sites are described in the survey report (Taylor and Smith 1978).
Combes (1972) conducted a survey near Iva, in the southwest part of
the county. Although prehistoric artifacts were observed, they were
apparently not of sufficient density or interest to warrant recording by
the author.
In 1976, the Highway Program at the Institute of Archeology and
Anthropology surveyed the proposed right-of-way of the primary connector
between Laurens and Anderson (Goodyear 1978; Goodyear et al. n.d.).
Fifty-one archeological sites from Anderson County were recorded during
this survey. These sites are fully described in the reports.
Brooks (1977) surveyed an area near Broadway Lake. Two sites were
found. Archeologists from the South Carolina Department of Highways and
Public Transportation have also surveyed parts of Anderson County, but
beyond filling out site forms, and sending a letter to the Department of
Archives and History, no other documentation is available. This agency
apparently does not store any artifacts recovered at the Institute, so
very little is known about these sites.
These surveys indicate that Anderson County was occupied from the
Early Archaic up through the Historic Period. The northern part of the
county, especially along the Savannah River and its tributaries, was the
southern edge of the distribution of the Lower Cherokee.
13
No prehistoric sites from Anderson County are currently included on
the National Register of Historic Places. The part of Anderson county
impacted by the construction of the Russell Dam and Lake is included in
the multiple resource area and archeological district discussed in the
section on Abbeville County.






1939 of soapstone by the Indians of the eastern United
Smithsonian Institution Annual Report 1939:
This article discusses various aspects of the use of steatite. A
geological description of steatite is presented as is a discussion of
the distributon of steatite outcrops. The manufacture of steatite bowls
is discussed relying on evidence primarily from Virginia. A survey of
the use of steatite in different parts of the eastern United States is
presented. Two artifacts from South Carolina, one from Chester County
and one from Anderson County, are illustrated. No specific sites from




Appraisal of the archeological resources of Hartwell
Reservoir, South Carolina and Georgia. Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology, University of South Carolina,
The Notebook 6(2): 35-44. Report originally prepared for
the National Park Service 1953.
This is the report of a 3 month survey conducted in 1952 and 1953.
There is a brief discussion of the occupational history of the area. Of
interest is the discussion of the late prehistoric and Cherokee occupation.
An inventory of sites found (total 54) is given. Information on cultural




38AN9-38AN24, 380Cl, 380C5, 380C6, 380ClO, 380C12, 380C15,
380C20-380C3l, 380C33, 380C34, 380C47, 38PIl, 38PI3 and
38PI5.
THOMAS
Archeological survey of Trotters Shoals Reservoir area in
South Carolina. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series
3.





Prehistoric subsistence and settlement on the upper
Savannah River. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series
8.
See Abbeville County for Annotation.
COMBES, JOHN D.
1972 An archeological survey of the Westinghouse Electric
Corporations proposed nuclear recycling plant near Iva,
Anderson County, South Carolina. Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology, University of South Carolina, Research
Manuscript Series 33.
This is a reconnaissance of approximately 1000 acres located 4
miles southeast of Hartwell Dam, about 2 miles away from the Savannah
River. A document and records check was conducted. The survey involved
a visual inspection of the ground surface, concentrating, because of
dense vegetation, on cleared and other open or disturbed ground. No
subsurface testing was conducted. Although mention is made of "archaic
material ... present in small quantities on some of the ridges (p. 2),"
no significant sites were located.
BROOKS, MARK J.
1977 An archeological survey of areas to be impacted by the
dredging of Broadway Lake, Anderson County, South Carolina.
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of
South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 117.
This is a survey of selected areas around Broadway Lake in Anderson
County that had been chosen as spoil areas for dredging operations. A
non-random, selective method of survey was chosen. Areas were evaluated
for their potential to contain sites and then inspected. Visibility of
the ground surface was generally poor in all areas. Because of this, a
program of subsurface testing was implemented in each of the areas to be
inspected in addition to visual inspection of open and disturbed areas.
Two sites were found and recorded. These sites were non-diagnostic, low
density scatters.




An archeological survey of the primary connector from
Laurens to Anderson, South Carolina. Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 122.
See Laurens County for annotation.
TAYLOR, RICHARD L. AND MARION F. SMITH
1978 The report of the intensive survey of the proposed
Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake, Savannah River, Georgia
and South Carolina. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series
142.
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See Abbeville County for annotation.
GOODYEAR,
n.d.
ALBERT C., NEAL W. ACKERLEY, AND JOHN H. HOUSE
An archeological survey of the Laurens to Anderson
connector route in the South Carolina Piedmont. Institute
of Archeology and Anthropology, University £f South
Carolina, Research Manuscript Series, in preparation.







three sites represent 2.6% of all sites recorded in the
Thirty-six of these are prehistoric sites and constitute 2.6%













The first systematic survey of any part of Cherokee County was
conducted by Branchi (1974) near the 99 islands of the Broad River. This
survey located 15 sites. Carrillo and Jackson (1977) conducted a survey
of an area near Gaffney which was to be impacted by the proposed construction
of sewer improvements. No sites were found. The authors discuss this
finding in view of no subsurface testing and suggest the possibility
that sites might be located on higher ranked streams than were present
in their project area.
Cable and Michie (1977) conducted a survey of the proposed right-
of-way of a bypass around Chesnee. They located 5 sites indicative of
occupation during the Early and Middle Archaic and the Ceramic prehistoric
periods. Cable, et al. (1977) conducted a survey of a bypass around
Gaffney which was located in the vicinity of Cherokee Falls on the Broad
River. Twelve prehistoric sites were found and are described in this
report.
The South Carolina Department of Highway and Public Transportation
has also conducted brief reconnaissances of parts of Cherokee County.
Two reports (Tippett 1979 and Tippett and Trinkley 1979) indicate no
sites were found. The site files indicate that 2 other sites were
located by this agency, but no other documentation was found.
A study by Ferguson (1979) of soapstone quarries in the Spartanburg-
Cherokee County area list three sites from Cherokee County (38CKl,
38CK44, and 38CK45). See the Spartanburg County section of this report
for a full description.
Currently, there are no prehistoric sites included on the National
Register of Historic Places, and it appears that none of the survey
activities described above (except Ferguson) resulted in any nominations
to, or eligibility determinations for, the Register. Ferguson (1979)
has proposed a thematic district to incorporate the soapstone quarries
he described, including those located in Cherokee County.
An examination of the cultural affiliations that have been ascribed
to these sites indicates occupation from the Early Archaic to the
Historic Period. It appears, however, that major periods of occupation
were during the Middle and Late Archaic. To date, only three Early
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Archaic and 3 ceramic prehistoric components have been recognized front
this county.
Cherokee County Annotated Bibliography
BIANCHI, TRAVIS L.
1974 Archeological survey of the Duke Power Company's proposed
X-8l Plant, Site B. Institute of Archeology and
Anthropology, University of South Carolina, Research
Manuscript Series 58.
This is a survey ofa proposed plant site located in Cherokee
County along the Broad River in the vicinity of the 99 Islands. Record
checks and documentary research was done prior to fieldwork. Special
emphasis was given to the possible presence of sites related to the
Cherokee Iron Works complex. Survey methods involved visual inspection
of the ground surface, with an emphasis on cleared or disturbed ground.
Fifteen sites were located and described. Artifact assemblages from
these sites are described, but not tabulated. Occupation during the
Early, Middle and Late Archaic is indicated. One site contained "Cape
Fear" ceramics.
Sites found: 38CK5 through 38CK19.
CARRILLO,
1977
RICHARD F. AND SUSAN H. JACKSON
An archeological survey of the proposed Gaffney sewer
improvements. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series
107.
This is the survey of approximately 12 miles of sewer lines in an
area southwest of Gaffney, South Carolina. The method employed was to
visually inspect the ground surface with emphasis on disturbed areas.
Visibility of the survey area is described as poor and no subsurface
testing was performed. A records and documentary source check was also
made. No archeological sites were found. The authors discuss this in
light of no subsurface testing and the possibility that sites tend to be
located on higher-ranked streams than those in the project area.
CABLE, JOHN S.
1977
AND JAMES L. MICHIE
An archeological reconnaissance of the Chesnee By-
Pass route, Cherokee and Spartanburg Counties,
S.C. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript
Series 119.
This reports the results of a reconnaissance of approximately 2.75
miles of proposed right-of-way for a bypass around Chesnee, South Carolina.
The survey was accomplished by visual inspection of the ground surface
combined with a subsurface testing in high probability areas with poor
visibility. Five sites were located and recorded. The sites are described
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and the results of the artifact analysis are presented. Materials
representative of the Early and Middle Archaic, the Woodland/Mississippian
and Protohistoric periods were found at these sites.
Sites found: 38CK25, 38CK28, 38SP4l.
CABLE, JOHN
1977
S., JAMES MICHIE AND STEVE PERLMAN
An archeological reconnaissance of the Gaffney Bypass,
Cherokee County, South Carolina. Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology, University of South Carolina, Research
Manuscript Series 121.
This is the report of a survey of 7.75 miles of proposed right-of-
way east of Gaffney along the Broad River in the vicinity of Cherokee
Falls. Survey method used was to walk the right-of-way, visually inspecting
areas where, because of various disturbances, visibility was good.
Subsurface testing was performed in areas of low visibility. Fourteen
sites were located and are described in the report. Twelve of the sites
contained prehistoric artifacts indicative of occupation during the
Early, Middle and Late Archaic and the Woodland periods. No table displaying
the results of the artifact analysis is presented in the site. One
site, 38CK37, because of content and location, was argued to be significant
and worthy of mitigation.
Sites found: 38CK29, 38CK42.
SCHD-LEE TIPPETT
Archeological Survey of S-69 Bridge Replacement, F. A. No. BR 2-4011 (3)
1979.
This is a letter describing a survey conducted in conjunction with
the replacement of a bridge over Abingdon Creek in Cherokee County.
Methods employed were visual inspection of ground surface and sub-
surface testing along a 600 foot section. No sites were found.
TIPPETT, LEE AND MICHAEL TRINKLEY
1979 S.C. 129 and U.S. 29 Borrow Pit, Cherokee County.
This letter reports the investigation of a 75-100 ft. square borrow
pit near Blacksburg, South Carolina. The area is described as eroded




Final Report: Spartanburg soapstone archeological study.
Submitted to the South Carolina Department of Archives
and History, Columbia, South Carolina.
This report discusses three sites located in Cherokee County. See
Spartanburg County for the annotation.
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CHESTER COUNTY
Ninety-three sites represent 5.6% of the sites recorded from the
Piedmont. Of these, 78 (83.9%) are prehistoric sites, and these comprise













Archeological investigations in Chester County apparently began
with the work by Hemmings at the Landsford Canal (CS5). Although the
major purpose of this study was to investigate the Historic Period
remains, the recovery of one Garry (Ford and Webb 1956: 52) hafted
biface was reported, in addition to some other flakes and sherds (Hemmings
1970c).
A records check of the area to be impacted by the construction of
Interstate 77 was performed by Ryan (197la). This was a check of the
site files for any sites that were in the general area of the proposed
project. Some thirty~eight sites from Chester County are discussed. All
of these sites were located and recorded by Kelly (1972).
A brief survey of an area along the Broad River in the southern
part of the county was conducted by Ryan (197lb). Three prehistoric
sites were found. One of these is Fishdam Ford (38CS49), which is now
included in the National Register of Historic Places. This report
contains an excellent discussion of fish weirs. One test pit was excavated
on the levee of the river, but no artifacts were found (Ryan 1971b).
A visit of the McCollum Mound (38CS2) is described by Ryan (197lc).
A description of the site is given (see below) and the results of the
test excavations are presented. Artifacts recovered indicate a date of
occupation from 1400 to 1600 A.D.
Subsequent to this initial visit, additional test excavations were
done, designed to delimit site boundaries, to locate architectural
features, and to define the cultural sequence (Ryan 1971d). These
excavations resulted in the discovery of undisturbed, organically stained
midden in certain areas of the site. One midden contained numerous
postmolds and pits. Macrobotanical remains were recovered from one pit.
In one portion of the site, a Late Archaic stratum was found below the
Mississippian occupation. Savannah River knives and steatite vessel
fragments were recovered. Another stratum containing fire cracked rock
was located below the Late Archaic zone (Ryan 1971d). The McCollum Mound
site has been since nominated to and included in the National Register
of Historic Places.
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Kelly (1972) performed a survey of portions of both Chester and
Fairfield Counties. Most of his sites are located within Fairfield
County; however, the sites in Locality 3 are within Chester County. See
the Fairfield County section of this report for a detailed discussion of
his results.
There were apparently no archeological investigations in the county
from this time until the beginning of the survey of the right-of-way for
the proposed Interstate 77 route between Columbia and Rock Hill by John
House and David Ballenger in 1975. This survey was the first "modern"
survey of the Piedmont in South Carolina. This is not to denigrate the
efforts of the individuals who did some of the initial work in the
region, but merely reflects the onset of "cultural resource management"
which was hallmarked by the passage of the Archeological and Historic
Preservation Act of 1974 ( P. L. 93-291), popularly known as the Moss-
Bennet bill. This law, and Executive Order 11593, and their attendant
regulations (e.g. 36 CFR 63, and 36 CFR 66), have attempted to make very
explicit to the archeologists exactly what kinds of information is
needed in a contract report. Prior to the inception of these laws,
salvage archeology was conducted, at least at the site level, on a very
judgmental basis. The net effect of this, of course, was tremendous
variation in the methods (and the data) employed to determine which
sites to excavate (salvage, mitigate).
The standardization of information was designed to provide some
level of documentation necessary to support recommendations made in the
report concerning the disposition of sites or resources.
The report of the results of the Interstate 77 survey (House and
Ballenger 1976) was the first archeological report to reflect these new
information needs. As a result, this report contains very valuable and
comprehensive discussions of the archeological background within the
work done. There is also a lengthy treatment of the environment featuring
a review of the paleoenvironmental literature for this and neighboring
portions of the southeastern United States. A section on the Archaic
Period of the Southern Piedmont is an evaluation of the archeological
literature from the immediate area, the region and the entire eastern
United States for what it might contribute to model building in the
Piedmont.
Field methods are described and evaluated because there was a
concern for the representativeness of the sample of sites obtained. The
field methods are also of interest because they explicitly cope with one
of the greatest impediments to an archeological survey in this region--
the visibility of the ground surface. The field methods also incorporated
a random sampling strategy as part of the program of ground inspection.
This sampling exercise remains the only random sampling experiment
conducted during a large scale survey.
A research design was developed and implemented. This design made
the original distinction between the riverine and inter-riverine zone as
being meaningful in behavioral, and thus, archeological terms. This
model suggested that the riverine zone would be the focus of the adaptation,
with the period between late winter to the next fall and early winter,
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this being the season of mast availability and a change in deer behavior
conditioned by the rut season. The archeological monitors of this
behavior would be the biface and the biface thinning flake. Monitoring
the ratios of the occurrence of these types would indicate whether a
maintenance or an extraction task was being performed. No clear-cut
results were obtained from this analysis (House and Ballenger 1976).
This report has been an excellent foundation for archeologists to
work from. The explicit and comprehensive reporting has permitted a
number of us to profit by the learning experiences of House and Ballenger.
A series of appendices at the back of the report provide detailed descriptions
of each site and its assemblage. Other appendices document the results
of special studies.
The most recent survey to be done in Chester County was done by
Soil Systems, Inc. (Garrow 1977). This survey was of some proposed
wastewater treatment facilities near Chester. The methods and the
results of this survey are well reported. Four prehistoric sites had
diagnostic artifacts indicating occupation during the Middle and Late
Archaic periods. Steatite fragments were found at two sites.
The check of the site files for this county indicate that most of
the sites recorded from this county were recorded in conjunction with
the activities described above. Very few of the sites were reported by
the public. The low percentage of catalogs present (35.9%) is primarily
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DAVID I., JR.
The use of soapstone by the Indians of the eastern United
States. Smithsonian Institution, Annual Report 1939:
471-490.




Archeological exploration of the Landsford Canal (38CS5).
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of
South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 2.
Although the purpose of this report is to discuss the investigations
of this historic site, mention is made of the finding of a Gary Point
(Ford and Webb 1956: 52), some flakes, and some sherds. The author
attributes their presence to redisposition from a site or sites up-
stream. The Gary point is also illustrated.
RYAN, THOMAS M.
1971a Archeological Resources along the proposed route of
Interstate 77. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series
11.
This is the report of a records check done in anticipation of the
design and construction of Interstate 77. No fieldwork was done in
conjunction with this project. The area checked was bounded by the
Catawba-Wateree Rivers on the east and, on the west, by a line from
Columbia north to Chester. Most of the sites listed were reported by
members of the public and only some have been visited by professional
archeologists. Information on the location, setting, and cultural
affiliation is provided. In addition to this, major sites in the region,
such as McCollum Mound (38CS2) and the Adamson Mounds (38KE2) are discussed.
Sites listed: 38RDOO, 38FA4-38FA14, 38FA18-38FA28, 38FA34, 38CS5-
38CS40, 38CS42, 38CS44, 38YK4, and 38YK6.
RYAN, THOMAS M.
1971b Archeological survey along the Broad River near Leeds,
South Carolina. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series
12.
This is a survey of a tract of land lying along the Broad River in
Chester County. A document and records check was performed. Survey was
evidently accomplished by visual inspection of open or disturbed ground.
No systematic subsurface inspection was done, but one test pit was
excavated into the natural levee along the river. No artifacts were
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recovered. Three prehistoric and 4 historic sites were recorded. One of
the prehistoric sites is Fishdam Ford (38CS49) and is thought to be a
fish weir. There is a good discussion of fish weirs. The other two





In this article, a number of trips to different areas of the state
are discussed. Of interest are the Atlantic Richfield survey in Chester
County, a trip to the McCollum Site (38CS2), a visit to the fish traps
in the Savannah River in the Richard B. Russell Project area, an attempt
to locate the Lancaster Mound (38LAl), and a visit to some sites near
Clemson in Oconee County.
The Atlantic Richfield survey located two Late Archaic sites (38CS50
and 38CSS2) and a fish weir (38CS49), in addition to some historic
trips. The results of this survey are fully reported in Research Manuscript
Series 12 (Ryan 1971).
The McCollum Site (38CS2) has a mound present which is described as
being 15 feet high with a basal diameter of 340 feet. A trench 20 feet
wide had been excavated into this mound. This is noted as the work of
Dr. Edward Palmer of the Bureau of American Ethnology in 1884. Another
15 foot long trench which had been recently excavated was also observed.
It is not known who excavated this. A test unit excavated north of the
Mound contained Lamar and Irene ceramics, and possibly Pisgah ceramics
also. Debitage and faunal remains were also found. A date of occupation
of 1400-1600 A.D. is estimated. Aerial photographs reveal a fish weir
in the Broad River 300 feet north of the mound.
The author also visited the fish weirs in the Savannah River in the
Russell Project area with Hemmings. They visited 38ABIS to collect
radiocarbon samples from two logs in the weir. The results of this are
reported in Hemmings (1970, 1972). They also visited another fish weir
located between Goat Island and the Georgia bank. This weir is described
as having 3 complete Vee's that extend from the Georgia bank to the bank
of the island. No site number for this feature was given.
A trip to Lancaster County to locate the Lancaster Mound (38LAl)
was unsuccessful. This mound is reported in Mill's Statistics (1825).
The area surveyed is described as heavily overgrown.
A visit to the Clemson area is described. The purpose of the visit
was to investigate 3 suspected mounds. Two of these were red clay
hills. The third could not be located. This mound, now believed to be
underwater, was reported by Cyrus Thomas in 1891. Site 380C7 was visited.
It is on the campus of Clemson University. A steatite pipe fragment and
pottery indicative of Middle to Late Woodland occupation was found. The





Test excavations at the McCollum Site, 38CS2, July 12-30,
1971. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University
of South Carolina, The Notebook 3(5): 104-110.
This report concerns test excavations conducted at a Late Mississippian
village with a mound. Fieldwork was concerned with determining site
boundaries, locating architectural features, obtaining a ceramic sample
to investigate cross-cultural relationships, and determining the cultural
sequence at the site. Excavation unit 1 was done in order to investigate
further a rock feature that had been noticed in earlier investigations.
This feature was found to be an historic cellar. An organic midden was
encountered beneath the plow zone. Beneath this midden, were numerous
pits and postholes continuing into the subsoil. A charred mass of
hickory nuts, black locust seeds and corncobs" was removed from one of
these pits. A burial of a child was found in this unit. Shell beads
were the only grave furniture. Pee Dee Complicated Stamp, Savannah
Check Stamped, Savannah Fine Cord Marked and Savannah Burnished Plain
ceramics were recovered from this unit. Excavation unit 2 was 50 feet
long and cross-cut a slough at the site. A black midden which contained
"sherds and other cultural debris" was encountered. Excavation unit 3
was 2.5 feet by 55 feet. Undisturbed midden was only found in one 15
foot long portion of this trench. Disturbance of the surrounding area
was attributed to scouring by the river. Artifacts recovered included
complicated stamped pottery and a large amount of small flakes. The
author suggests a date of no earlier than 1400 A.D. Beneath this zone,
a Late Archaic component was located. Artifacts found include Savannah
River points and steatite vessel fragments. Another zone below this one
was encountered, containing fire cracked rock, but no diagnostic artifacts.
In his summary, the author notes that Irene, Pisgah, Savannah II and Pee
Dee ceramics traditions were represented. He suggests that the architectural
features can be interpreted as a square or rectangular house of wattle
and daub construction.
KELLY, JOHN E.
1972 An archeological survey
central South Carolina.
of Wisconsin, Madison.
of the Piedmont region of north
Unpublished M.A. Thesis, University
See Fairfield County for annotation.
HOUSE, JOHN H.
1976
AND DAVID L. BALLENGER
An archeological survey of the Interstate 77 Route in
the South Carolina Piedmont. Institute of Archeology and
Anthropology, University of South Carolina, Research
Manuscript Series 104.
The Interstate 77 survey was the first large scale modern survey
conducted in the South Carolina Piedmont. The project area was the
right-of-way of the proposed Interstate 77 survey between Columbia and
Rock Hill, which was 400 feet wide and 49 miles long. The survey methodology
employed was a sampling design which involved first stratifying the area
into 49 one mile segments, then each of these segments were further
divided into 5 units. These units served as the center points of 10
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acre quadrants, one of which was chosen randomly from each 1 mile
stratum. Each quadrant chosen was subjected to both surface and subsurface
examination. In addition to this, the margins of all streams crossed by
the right-of-way were inspected. Some other areas were chosen for
inspection because of the potential for locating sites listed in Mill's
Atlas. Some sites were encountered in transit to the various sampling
units. Fifty-nine sites were located and recorded, and 51 of these had
prehistoric components. These sites and their contents are described in
the appendices to the report. Other sections of the report present
discussions on the environmental, archeological and historical background,
and cultural identification of sites found. A section on the aboriginal
utilization of the project area presents what has become the standard
model for use of the Piedmont by prehistoric hunters and gathers, that
is, that the inter-riverine zone is occupied during the fall and winter
in order to exploit the deer that aggregate there to feed off the mast
deposited by deciduous hardwoods such as oaks. Other nut resources,
such as hickory, are received as being available for human consumption
at this time. Occupation of the riverine zone presumably occurred
during the balance of the year. A biface thinning flake model was
developed in order to provide a means of discriminating between the
performance of maintenance or extractive tasks (as in Binford and Binford
1966). This model suggests that these differences can be monitored by
two indices: the biface discard index and the index of early reduction
(p. 96). Evaluation of this model suggested that its lack of fit could
be the result of an assumption that the raw materials employed were
quarried, that is, obtained from certain locations. The authors suggest
that quartz might be considered as non-quarried.
A typology of sites was also presented. This grouped sites into
the following categories: quarry workshops (8); Archaic habitation (4);
Mississippian habitation (1); isolated finds (4) and extraction sites
(24) .
Other sections of the report discuss the "hypothesis" that prehistoric
sites tend to be located along streams and the procurement and use of
different lithic raw materials. Project impacts are estimated and the
significance of the resources is assessed. A mitigation plan is also
proposed.
GARROW, PATRICK A.
1977 Archaeological survey of the proposed wastewater treatment
facilities, Chester, South Carolina. Report submitted to
the South Carolina Department of Archives and History.
This is the report of a survey of lands that will be impacted by
the proposed construction of these facilities in the vicinity of Chester.
The areas surveyed included two tracts, totaling 60 acres in size and
approximately 13~ miles of interceptor corridors. A records check was
performed prior to beginning fieldwork. Field methods employed varied
with the conditions encountered. In areas where visibility of the
ground surface was good, visual inspection sufficed. In vegetated
areas, shovel testing was performed. Sixteen sites were located during
the survey. Of these, 12 were prehistoric or had prehistoric components
present. Diagnostic materials recovered at four sites indicate occupation
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during the Middle and Late Archaic. Two sites have steatite present,
although no diagnostic artifacts were found.
Sites found: 38CS95 and 38CSl09.
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CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
Of a total of 44 sites, these sites represent 2.7% of all the sites
recorded. Forty-two prehistoric sites represent 3.1% of the prehistoric













Chesterfield County is one of the counties on the border between
the Piedmont and the Coastal Plain. Most of the county is located in
the Coastal Plain or Fall Line area (see Overstreet and Bell 1965: Map
1). The only archeological activity in the Piedmont portion of this
county was done in conjunction with the survey of the right-of-way for
the widening of S.C. 151 between Hartsville and Pageland (Cable and
Cantley 1979).
This survey crosscut a number of different microenvironmental
zones, and is of interest because this is one of the few opportunities
available to contrast Piedmont assemblages with assemblages from different
zones in the same general area. The research design for this project
argued that microenvironmental variation would be manifested in the
assemblages present in the different zones. In order to accomplish
this, a detailed lithic analysis was designed and implemented. The
results of this analysis provided the basis for a functional typology of
site types based on the presence or relative proportions of different
tool types, primarily bifaces and unifaces. Fourteen different site
types were defined and described. When these site types were tabulated
against microenvironmental zones, it was found that many site types
could be found in a single zone. The site types found in the Piedmont
uplands microenvironmental zones are characterized as predominantly low
density assemblages with bifaces. Only 43% of sites in this zone contain
unifaces, and 27% contain no bifaces. This stands in strong contrast to
the Ridge Terrace and Valley Slope Sandhills, which have, in addition to
the low density assemblages with bifaces, those site types indicative of
intensive use of a single location. These sites are thought to represent
"ephemeral hunting and extraction camps" (Cable and Cantley 1979).
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CABLE, JOHN S.
1979
AND CHARLES E. CANTLEY (ASSEMBLERS)
An intensive archeological survey of the South Carolina
151 Highway widening project. Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology, University of South Carolina, Research
Manuscript Series in preparation.
In addition to the topics discussed above, this report offers
discussions on the environment, archeological and historic background
field methods, artifact analysis and a section on collection strategies
and intrasite structure. The location of the project in the eastern
part of the state below North Carolina has provided an opportunity to
examine assemblages that can be readily accommodated by the typologies
employed by Coe (1964). This provides an excellent contrast to the
studies from central and western areas of the Piedmont. Appendix C




A total of 43 sites represents 2.6% of all sites and the 24
prehistoric sites represent 1.8% of the total recorded from the Piedmont.












As is obvious from the above, Edgefield County has received very
little attention from archeologists. The county is a border county with
the extreme southern part being part of the Fall Line zone. The artifact
totals above reflect the Piedmont occupation of the county. The western
border of the county is the Savannah River, and it is along this reach
of the river that sites associated with the Stalling's Island Site
(Claflin 1931) are found. Claflin (1931: 40-42) discusses other sites
nearby, providing a map of the location and some indication of contents.
These sites are recorded as sites 38ED6 through 38EDlO in the site files
of the Institute. The information contained in these files, however,
comes from the files of the Charleston Museum, not from recent investigations
by professional archeologists. Additional survey of the trunk of the
Savannah River in the area of Clark Hill Reservoir and the proposed R.
B. Russell Lake has indicated that the distribution of Stalling's Island
type sites, that is, shell middens, is quite localized (Miller 1974;
Taylor and Smith 1978). Fiber tempered pottery was found at Fort
Charlotte (38MCll) by Caldwell (1974). The Lake Spring Site (9CU6l)
appears to be the northernmost shell midden on the River (Miller 1949).
Various surveys of the Russell Lake area have failed to locate any shell
middens or fiber tempered ceramics (Hemmings 1970a; Hutto 1970; Taylor
and Smith 1978). Given the significance of the Stalling's Island site
and related sites as being the earliest occurrence of the use of ceramics
in North America, and the widespread appearance of the broadpoint (Stoltman
1972, 1974; Bullen and Green 1970; Turnbaugh 1975; Cooke 1976), it
appears that a survey to access the present condition (or even the
existence) of these sites is a first step towards nomination to the
National Register of Historic Places.
The balance of the prehistoric sites from this county has been
resorted by amateurs, or has been located in the context of small surveys
by archeologists employed by the South Carolina Department of Highways
and Transportation and the United States Forest Service. Very little
can be said of these sites because no reports exist describing them and
the information contained within the site file is not sufficient to
assess them either.
A review of the cultural affiliations assigned to these sites
indicates occupation during the various phases of the Archaic, especially
Late, and a limited occurrence of Woodland/Mississippian sites. This
view of the occupational history is strongly influenced by the small
sample size and the lack of large scale systematic investigations.
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CLAFLIN, WILLIAM H. JR.
1931 The Stalling's Island Mound, Columbia County, Georgia.
Papers of the Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and
Ethnology 14: 1-47.
This site report is a classic in the literature of the archeology
of the Southeast. The Stalling's Island site is the type site of an
archeological culture known as Stalling's Island (Stoltman 1972, 1974)
which has a very distinctive material culture radically different from
that which preceded it. The stratigraphy at the site demonstrates that
the initial occupations of the site were non-ceramic, followed by occupations
in which fiber tempered pottery was present. The report is comprehensive,
describing in detail the excavations and the various types of artifacts
recovered. A tremendous amount of bone, both in the form of refuse and
tools, was found at the site. This preservation condition is unusual
for the region given the generally acidic nature of the soils, but the
shell present apparently produced enough alkaline for preservation. The
artifact descriptions combined with the illustrations provide a means of
comparing similar artifacts recovered elsewhere with those recovered
here.
BULLEN, RIPLEY P. AND H. BRUCE GREENE
1970 Stratigraphic tests at Stalling's Island, Georgia. Florida
Anthropologist 23:8-28.
This reports the results of some test excavations conducted at
Stalling's Island by the junior author in 1961. The overall goal of the
study was to determine if there was stratigraphic separation of fiber
tempered ceramic types. There apparently was none. There was, however,
a change in the ratio of plain and decorated ceramics from the base of
the deposit to the top. There is an apparent shift in projectile point
morphology from straight stemmed to contracting stemmed forms. A visit
to the sites mentioned by Claflin (1931) is discussed. This indicated
that sites 3 and 6 (Claflin's numbers) still existed, but that sites 4,
5, 7 and 8 had been destroyed by recent flooding or construction activities.
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FAIRFIELD COUNTY
A total of 133 sites represents 8.1% of all the sites recorded in
the Piedmont. One hundred seventeen or 88.0% of these are prehistoric
and represent 8.6% of the kind of site in the area. Sixty-six (56.4%)












Fairfield County, as these totals indicate, is one of the better
investigated areas of the Piedmont. A large number of the sites used by
Kelly (1972) came from here. The Parr Project resulted in the location
and recording of sites in the western edge of the county along the Broad
River (Teague n.d.) and the Interstate 77 survey crossed the county from
south to north (House and Ballenger 1976).
The study by Kelly (1972) is, for some things, of questionable
utility. The descriptions of the ceramics and lithic artifacts, combined
with a literature discussion, are quite valuable. There are metric
measurements of certain artifacts types which would be useful for comparative
purposes. Less satisfactory is the manner in which the analysis is
performed, which is on the artifact level. Each artifact is discussed
in terms of locality and topographic zone. Sites, as such, are not the
focus of investigation. As a result, there are no site by site tabulations
of artifact presence or frequency. There are no observations on such
variables as site size, vegetation or surface visibility. This greatly
limits the usefulness of his data for use as background material. The
tabulations and contingency tables are of some interest when concern is
for the distribution of artifact types on kinds of land surfaces.
Another factor which inhibits the utility of this study is the fact that
none of the artifacts described are stored at the Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology. As such, we have to take his descriptions and type
designations on faith. The extremely large number of hafted bifaces
analyzed (705) makes this a very attractive data base. For example, the
number of hafted bifaces in the Piedmont Computerized Site Field is only
561 from 249 sites (see below). Some inquiries need to be made concerning
the present location of this collection and whether or not it can be
returned to the state to be available to other researchers.
A survey of the lands to be affected by the Parr Project, which is
a nuclear power plant being built by the South Carolina Electric and Gas
Company on the Broad River about 25 miles northwest of Columbia was
conducted in 1972. The apparent goal of the survey was to see if there
were any sites of sufficient value to warrant excavation. Thirty-one
sites were found by means of a 5% random sample. Two of these, the
McMeekin Rockshelter (38EA4l) and the Blair Mound (38FA48) were chosen
for test excavations. The McMeekin Rockshelter was a very small (ca. 10
square meters) shelter located in a gneissic outcrop. Test excavations
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indicated that the site had been occupied only since the beginning of
Woodland times. Excavations at the Blair Mound indicated that the mound
had been heavily damaged by bulldozing and that evidence of only two
construction stages was present. Radiocarbon dates from premound midden
suggest a time of occupation after 1300 A.D. The mound was believed to
have had a wattle and daub structure built on it. The ceramic assemblage
was dominated by Pisgah and Pee Dee elements, with some Etowah elements
present. The site is assigned to the Pisgah phase (Dickens 1976) by the
author. Archaic material is reported from this site, but it is apparently
from plow zone contexts. The sites found on the survey are described,
but no tables displaying the results of any artifact analysis are given.
An appendix contains a detailed description of the ceramics recovered
from the Blair Mound, but these are the only artifacts from either of
the test excavations described (Teague n.d.).
The Interstate 77 survey crossed through Fairfield County but the
results of this effort have been discussed earlier in the Chester County
section. One site from that survey was mitigated: Windy Ridge, 38FAl18
(House and Wogaman 1978). The excavation of this site provided an
opportunity to evaluate some of the ideas put forth in the survey report.
The excavations are discussed in detail in the annotated bibliography
below. One of the major findings of this excavation was that in spite
of all of the sources of soil disturbance, horizontal relationships
among artifacts are maintained. This was demonstrated by the location
and excavation of a Morrow Mountain "bomb burst." The general patterning
of artifacts suggested to House that the site had been frequently reoccupied
for short periods of time (House and Wogaman 1978).
Two other mounds were listed in the site file. The first of these,
Harrison's Mound (38FA3), is located on the west bank of the Wateree
River. It was first reported by Squier and David (1848). It is not
thought to have been covered by the flooding of Wateree Lake. Another
mound was visited and recorded by Dr. R. L. Stephenson of The Institute
of Archeology and Antrhopology as 38FA63. This mound is described as
roughly circular, approximately 125 feet in diameter at the base, 12 to
15 feet high with a flat top. No artifacts were collected but it was
noticed that a 2 by 3 foot hole had been excavated into the mound top.
This site should be revisited.
Aside from these major activities, very little other archeological
work has been done. Some small environmental impact surveys have been
done (Widmer 1976; Drucker and Anthony 1977).
The surveys and excavations that
County indicate that the area has the
from Early Archaic to Mississippian.
fairly high number for the Piedmont.
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have been conducted in Fairfield
full range of occupation types
The three mounds reported are a
RYAN, THOMAS
1971
FairfieZd County Annotated BibZiography
M.
Archeological resources along the proposed route of
Interstate 77. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series
11.
See Chester County for annotation.
KELLY, JOHN E.
1972 An archeological survey of the Piedmont region in
north central South Carolina. Unpublished MA thesis,
University of Wisconsin.
This thesis discusses the sites that were collected and recorded in
five different "localities" in Fairfield and Chester Counties. No
reasons are given for why these localities were chosen, but this distinction
is employed for much of the contingency tables analysis. One hundred and
six sites were located and recorded. Topographic landform was also used
as a classificatory device. Three types were defined: 1) upland knoll,
2) upland slope, 3) bottomland. Lithic artifacts were classified by raw
material and this is tabulated by locality in Table 4. House (House and
Ballenger 1976) has translated some of Kelly's terms into terms that are
used today. Ceramics are classed by rim and body, and by surface treatment
and then tabulated by locality and topographic zone. Chi squares are
computed for these tables. There is a detailed discussion of the ceramics,
and tabulations are made by locality and topographic zone for each
surface treatment.
The lithic analysis first discusses the various raw materials, and
totals for each kind are given. The hafted bifaces are discussed and
described and tabulated by locality and topographic zone, and then chi
squares are calculated. Significant relationships were found for the
Early Archaic and the upland zone. No such significant relationships
were found for the Middle Archaic. A fluted point is noted from 38CS26.
The rest of the report is the presentation of lithic typology with
tabulations, and contingency table analysis by locality, zone, and raw
material.
The sites in the report are not described in terms of vegetation,
site size, and the degree of erosion. It is not known if buried deposits
exist. There is also not any site by site tabulations of artifacts.
These facts make the report of ultimately little utility beyond the
insights gained by contingency table analysis.
TEAGUE, GEORGE A.
n.d. An assessment of the archeological resources in the
Parr Project area, South Carolina. Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology, University of South Carolina,
Research Manuscript Series, in preparation.
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This report, written in 1976, but not yet published, discusses
survey results and test excavations conducted at the site of the Parr
Project, which is a nuclear power plant development that will innundate
approximately 17,000 acres of land. The project is located on the Broad
River about 25 miles northwest of Columbia. A 5% random sample of the
area was surveyed. Thirty-one sites were located and classified into
lithic, multicomponent, non artifactual or historic categories. These
categories refer strictly to the content, with culticomponent sites
referring to the presence of ceramics in the assemblage. Culture history
employed is said to follow Willey (1966) and Griffin (1967). Two parts
to the Middle Archaic are noted: the early phase which has Stanley and
Guilford types and the late phase with Morrow Mountain and Savannah
River types. Gaps in the occupational history of the region are noted,
specifically with no Late Archaic or Early Woodland present.
The purpose of the survey was to determine if any sites warranted
further work. Two sites, the McMeekin Rockshelter (38FA4l) and the
Blair Mou~d (38FA48), were chosen and test excavated. The McMeekin
Rockshelter was a small (about 10 square meters) site in a gneissic
outcrop. About a meter of deposit was present and materials recovered
indicate a post-ceramic to early Historic use of the shelter. The
methods and results of this testing are well described and descriptions
of the artifacts formed are provided. The Blair Mound (38FA48) was also
test excavated. The mound itself had been badly damaged by a bulldozer,
but two stages of mound construction were indicated by what remained.
Artifacts recovered and radiocarbon dates obtained from premound midden
place the date of the construction of the mound after 1300 A.D. On the
basis of a ceramic analysis, the site is assigned to the Pisgah Phase
(Dickens 1976). The presence of Pee Dee elements and some Etowah materials
are noted. Bone artifacts, including a fish hook, were found. Archaic
materials were found but in plow zone contexts.
The sites found on the survey are described, but the results of any
artifact analysis are not tabulated.
WIDMER, RANDOLPH J.
1976 An archeological survey of the proposed
Improvements, Ridgeway, South Carolina.
Archeology and Anthropology, University




This is an archeological survey of approximately 2 miles of sewer
line system. Methods employed consisted of a pedestrian survey to
visually inspect the ground surface. Disturbed and open areas were
seen, but, in general, visibility in the survey area was poor. Sub-
surface testing was also employed in the Creek bottom. Four possible
sites were located, but after analysis, three of these were eliminated.






AND DAVID L. BALLENGER
An archeological survey of the Interstate 77 Route in
South Carolina Piedmont. Institute of Archeology and
Anthropology, University of South Carolina, Research
Manuscript Series 104.
See Chester County for annotation.
DRUCKER, LESLEY M. AND RONALD W. ANTHONY
1977 An archaeological survey of Jackson-Mill Creeks Watershed,
Site 8, Fairfield County, South Carolina. Carolina
Archaeological Services Administration. Report submitted
to the South Carolina Department of Archives and History,
Columbia.
This is the report of a survey of approximately 375 acres that will
be impacted by the construction of a reservoir west of Winnsboro in
Fairfield County. A records check was performed prior to the beginning
of fieldwork. Survey methods included both visual inspection of the
ground surface and subsurface testing where the ground surface was
obscured. In addition, 1 x 1 meter test units were used to evaluate
sites. One site contained a Stanley projectile point, indicative of
occupation during the early part of the Middle Archaic. One site contained
material indicative of Late Mississippian or Protohistoric occupation.




AND RONALD W. WOGAMAN
Windy Ridge: A prehistoric site in the inter-riverine
Piedmont in South Carolina. Occasional Papers of the
Institute ~ Archeology and Anthropology, University of
South Carolina, Anthropological Studies 3.
This is the report of the excavation conducted at the Windy Ridge
site (38FAl18). This excavation was the first modern one of a Piedmont
upland site, and was designed to explicitly evaluate some of the ideas
proposed by the senior author in the survey of the Inter-state 77 corridor
(House and Ballenger 1976) concerning the prehistoric utilization of the
inter-riverine zone of the Piedmont. The site was chosen for excavation
on the basis of its possessing an intact soil profile, indicating very
little erosion or plowing. An area of 792 square meters was gridded off
to become the sampling frame. This irregularly shaped area had a maximum
extent of 24 meters by 54 meters. A two-stage sampling design was
implemented. The first stage was a 5.5% systematic unaligned sample.
Based on the results of this first stage, one area was chosen for a
contiguous block excavation designed to recover data amenable to intrasite
spatial analysis.
The results of these efforts indicate that the site was occupied,
at various times, for a period.of 8000 years, with diagnostic artifacts
of the Early, Middle and Late Archaic and Woodland periods being present.
The site was believed to be a single component Middle Archaic site on
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the basis of survey information. The second stage excavation was of a
Horrow Hountain "bomb burst." House interprets these findings as indicative
of many brief episodes of occupation, each involving the manufacture and
use of hafted bifaces. It is noted that the Middle Archaic is characterized
by a larger volume of output than is characteristic of other time periods.
Other sections of the report present excellent and thorough discussions
of the research goals and strategy, the environment and the prehistoric
human ecology of the area. The excavations are well reported, as are
the artifact analysis. The final four sections of the report are concerned
with cultural identification, activity analysis, intrasite spatial
analysis and the evaluation of hypotheses.
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GREENVILLE COUNTY
A total of 83 represents 5.0% of all sites in the Piedmont. Of
these, 70 or 84.3% are prehistoric sites. This number represents 5.1%













Archeological investigations in this county have been, for the most
part, conducted in conjunction with small projects. Only one large
scale modern survey has been done here. This is the survey of the
Laurens to Anderson connector route by Goodyear (Goodyear et ale n.d.).
Discussion of this project is deferred until the Laurens County section.
Other surveys by Hartley (1975), Jackson (1975), Combes (1973), Trinkley
(see below) and Drucker (1979) resulted in the location of relatively
few sites and the methods of reporting have provided very little information
about the sites.
These surveys do show that the occupational history of the county
was from the Early Archaic to the Mississippian period, although the
data are too sparse to develop any estimates of the relative intensities
of occupation during different time periods.
A review of the site files indicates that 2 mounds, a pictograph
and a petroglyph, have been recorded. One of these, the North Fork
Mound (38GR2) was excavated by amateurs in 1918 (Bragg 1918). The
description of the findings suggests that this mound was a substructure
mound. This article also discusses an excavation at a burial mound in
the lower part of Greenville County located along the Reedy River. One
burial contained two pipes, one of soapstone, the other of slate. Stone
box burials are reported from Old Indian Camp (38GR3), which is near the
North Fork Mound. A cave with a metate surface on a ledge, and with
"postmolds" in the rock is reported to be located on the west bank of
the Reedy River (38GR4). Two pictograph sites are reported (38GR5 and
38GR9).
Greenville County Annotated Bibliography
BRAGG, LAURA M.
1918 Indian mound excavation in South Carolina. Bulletin
of the Charleston Museum 14: 17-20.
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This reports the "excavation" of two mounds in Greenville County.
The first of these was on the Caldwell Plantation in the lower section
of the county. It is described as being along the Reedy River. Dimensions
given are 40 feet in diameter and 5 feet high. One burial contained
(among other things) two pipes: one soapstone, one slate. The other
mound discussed is now known as the North Fork Mound (38GR2) located
near US 25 near Poinsett Reservoir. This was described as 100 feet in
diameter and 15 feet high. A fifteen foot square pit was excavated in
the middle. Six construction stages were noted. No prehistoric burials
were found. It appears from the description of the contents that this
was a substructure mound not used for burials.
COMBES, JOHN D.
1973 Reedy River Freeway. Institute of Archeology and
Anthropology, University of South Carolina, Research
Manuscript Series 50.
This is the survey of the right-of-way for a proposed highway in
the vicinity of Greenville. The methods employed include document and
records check and also a walkover of the area, which is described as
"swampy." No subsurface testing was done. No sites were found.
HARTLEY, MICHAEL O.
1975 Archeological Survey of the South Tyger Watershed.
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University
of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 69.
This is an archeological survey of three proposed reservoirs in the
south Tyger River Watershed for the Soil Conservation Service, USDA.
Survey methods employed included records check, documentary search and
visual inspection of the ground surface with an emphasis on open or
disturbed ground. Eight sites were located and described. These sites
indicate occupation during the Middle and Late Archaic and Woodland/Mississippian
period.
Sites Found: GR13-l5, GR17-l9, GR27-28.
JACKSON, SUSAN H.
1975 Archeological survey of the lower Reedy River-Belmont
Conestee and lower Laurel Creek Interuptor Sewers,
Greenville County, South Carolina. Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology, University 2i South
Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 80.
This is a survey of approximately 4 miles of sewer line in the
vicinity of Belmont and Conestee, South Carolina. Methods employed
included pedestrian survey of area combined with subsurface testing of
high probability areas. One site was located, containing 3 quartz





S. AND JAMES L. MICHIE
Subsurface tests of 38GB30 and 38GR66, two sites on the
Reedy River, Greenville County, South Carolina. Institute
£i Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 120.
This is the report of subsurface testing conducted at two sites
threatened by bridge construction in eastern Greenville County. Two
test pits were placed in 38GR30 and one test pit and a stratigraphic
trench were placed in 38GR66. These excavations revealed that cultural
materials were restricted to the upper 15 cm level, which can be considered
as a plow zone. No features were encountered. The report contains
sections on the environment, research objectives, and methodology artifacts
indicative of a Middle to Late Woodland (38GR30). No diagnostic artifacts




An archeological survey of the primary connector from
Laurens to Anderson, South Carolina. Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology, University of South Carolina,
Research }~nuscript Series 122.
See Laurens County for annotation.
GOODYEAR,
n.d.
ALBERT C., NEAL W. ACKERLEY, AND JOHN H. HOUSE
An archeological survey of the Laurens to Anderson
connector route in South Carolina. Piedmont. Institute
of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina, Research Manuscript Series, in preparation.
See Laurens County for annotation.
TRINKLEY, MICHAEL
1978 Archaeological survey of the SC 121 Realignment and
Bridge replacement.
This letter reports on the survey of approximately 1 mile of proposed
road realignment north of Trenton in Edgefield County. Survey method
included visual inspection of open and disturbed ground and limited
subsurface testing in pastured areas. No prehistoric sites were found;
one historic site was found, however.
DRUCKER, LESLEY M.
1979 Huff Creek 201 Facilities, Archaeological reconnaissance,
report of findings.
This is a report of a reconnaissance of a proposed sewer system in
Greenville County approximately 7 miles of line, and 1 acre of lift
station area was surveyed by means of a visual inspection of the ground
surface (hampered by snow cover) and subsurface testing. Four sites





1978 Reconnaissance of US276, Golden Strip Greenville.
This is a report of the reconnaissance of approximately six miles
of proposed right-of-way for new road constructions in Greenville County.
Survey was accomplished in one day by visual inspection of open and
disturbed areas and subsurface testing. Four sites were located, but
site numbers were not given in the report. The sites were not described
nor were the results of any artifact analysis provided.
TRINKLEY, MICHAEL
1978 Archaeological reconnaissance of the US 25 widening
from Moonville to Ware Place, Greenville County.
This letter reports a reconnaissance of a portion of a road scheduled
for widening. Survey method involved visual inspection of selected







of the SC 20 relocation,
This letter reports a survey of a proposed road relocation between
Pelzer and Piedmont in Greenville County. No sites were found; although






of the SC10l widening and relocation,
This letter reports a survey conducted near Greer, SC. Most of the
area is described as urbanized. The right-of-way for the relocation of




A total of 41 sites represents 2.5% of all sites recorded from the
Piedmont. Twenty-six (63.4%) of these are prehistoric sites, which
represents 1.9% of the prehistoric sites from the Piedmont. Unfortunately
this total does not include those sites located and recorded by Rodeffer













With the exception of the recent survey of the county (Rodeffer
1979), there have been only two archeological surveys that have been
reported from this county. This is unfortunate, of course, because the
old Cherokee Path traversed this area, and the site of Ninety-Six is
located here.
A review of the site files indicates that each of the major phases
of the chronology is represented, including Paleo-Indian. A Quad-
shaped" fluted point is reported from 38GN8.
The Colcott Mount (38N13) is reported to be located near the star
redoubt at Fort Ninety-Six in notes from the Charleston Museum. The
site of Logan's (1869) ItIndiantown" is reported to be on the west bank
of the Saluda River near Swansea's Ferry.




Colono-Indian pottery from Cambridge, South Carolina
with comments on the historic Catawba pottery trade.
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of
South Carolina, The Notebook 4(1): 3-30.
This article is a comprehensive introduction to Colono-Indian
pottery in South Carolina. Thorough discussions of the ethnography,
ethnohistory and history of the production of these wares both in South
Carolina and on Virginia by the Pamunkey are presented. There is a
discussion of the pottery trade practices by the historic Catawba.
TEAGUE, GEORGE
1972 A brief test of the John Eck site (38GN17). Institute
of Archeology and Anthropology, University £f South
Carolina, The Notebook 4(5): 135-136.
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This is the description of a one day test excavation of a 10 acre
site in Greenwood County. Part of the site is in a creek bottom, but
most of it is located in the upland and was heavily eroded. Within the
creek bottom, the test revealed cultural material in the upper 25 cm.
The level between 10 and 25 cm contained both plain tempered sherds and
Morrow Mountain and Guilford projectile points. The author concluded
that further investigation at this site was not warranted.
WOGMfAN, RONALD
1977 An archeological survey and evaluation of the Hodges
to Ware Shoals Route (US 25) in Greenwood County,
South Carolina. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series
Ill.
This is a survey of a 1.8 mile portion of US 25 between Hodges and
Ware Shoals in Greenwood County. A records check was conducted prior to
field inspection, which was accomplished by walking the area, visually
inspecting cultivated or other cleared ground. Six sites were located
and recorded. These sites indicated occupation during the Early and
Late Archaic, Woodland and Historic periods. A program of controlled
surface collection, excavation of randomly selected units and block




A total of seven sites represents 0.4% of all sites recorded. Six
of these are prehistoric (85.7%), representing 0.4% of the prehistoric












It must be stressed that these totals refer only to those sites
located in the Piedmont portion of this county, which is known for the
marvelous archeological resources along the Wateree, such as the McDowell
and Mulberry Mounds. This area has been included on the National
Register of Historic Places as an archeological district. The history
of investigations in this area has been recently summarized by Ferguson
(1974).




Archeological Investigations at the Mulberry Site.
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University
of South Carolina, The Notebook 6(3-4): 57-122.
Although the site discussed here is not located in the piedmont,
this annotation is presented because this volume contains discussions by
a number of authors (Cyrus Thomas, A. R. Kelly, J. R. Caldwell and G.
Stuart) about the Late Mississippian occupation of South Carolina. In
addition to this, lithic and ceramic artifacts from the site are illustrated
and described. These descriptions can facilitate the identification of
similar materials located occasionally in the Piedmont.
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LANCASTER COUNTY
Forty-nine sites represent 3.0% of all sites recorded from the
Piedmont; of these, 38 (77.6%) are prehistoric sites, representing 2.8%













There have been a limited number of small surveys in this county
(Jackson 1975; Scurry and Lees 1978; Brockington 1978) which have located
about 25 sites. Culturally diagnostic artifacts indicate occupation
primarily during the Archaic. This picture contrasts with the cultural
affiliations assigned to sites reported by amateurs of problem-oriented
professionals. These sites are multicomponent or have Woodland-Mississippian
period artifacts present. Ryan (197lc) reports on an unsuccessful
attempt to find the Lancaster Mound (38LAl) which was reported by Thomas
(1891). A 19th century Catawba village, "Turkeyhead," is reported in
the general county file. One site, 38LA37, may be a rock shelter. It
was tested, but no artifacts were found (Jackson 1975).




Some brief field trips in South Carolina. Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology, University of South Carolina,
The Notebook 3(4): 93-101.
JACKSON, SUSAN H.
1975 A survey and evaluation of the archeological resources
of the Little Lynches Creek Watershed in Lancaster County,
South Carolina. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 75.
This is a survey of 395 acres to be impacted by the construction of
water control structures by the Soil Conservation Service, USDA. Six
major areas, varying in size from 18 to 100 acres, and potential borrow
pit areas were inspected by means of pedestrian survey concentrating on
open or disturbed ground. Subsurface testing was done in alluvial
zones. Nine sites were located, seven of which were prehistoric. One
site was a rockshelter (38LA37) which was tested but no artifacts were
recovered. A documents and records check was also performed. The sites
are described but the assemblage information is not tabularized. Only
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D. AND WILLIAM B. LEES
An archeological reconnaissance survey and evaluation
of cultural resources of the Cane Creek 10-D Reservoir,
Lancaster County, South Carolina. Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology, University of South Carolina,
Research Manuscript Series 136.
This is the survey of an area which is to be impacted by the construction
of a reservoir located in northern Lancaster County near the North
Carolina border. A records check was performed prior to beginning the
fieldwork. Field methods employed included both visual inspection of
plowed fields, eroded and other disturbed areas and extensive subsurface
area testing (275 30 x 30 cm test units). Sixteen archeological sites
were located and they are described in the report. Of these, thirteen
had prehistoric materials present indicating occupation of the project
area during the Early, Middle and Late Archaic and the Woodland periods.






An archeological survey of the Soil Conservation Services
Cane Creek Reservoir l8-A, Lancaster County, South
Carolina. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 137.
This is the report of a survey of approximately 80 acres which will
be affected by the proposed construction of this reservoir located east
of Lancaster. A records check was performed prior to beginning field
investigations. Field survey methods included visual inspection of open
and disturbed areas where visibility was good. An extensive program of
subsurface testing was also employed involving the excavation of 30 x 30
cm test units every 30 m along transects located 300 m apart. Three
prehistoric sites were located. Two of these yielded no diagnostic
artifacts, but the third contained an Otarre (Keel 1976) point, indicative
of occupation during the Late Archaic-Early Woodland transition. These
sites are described in the report, and a table displaying the results of




Eighty-six sites represent 5.2% of all sites. Seventy-two (83.7%)













The first systematic survey done in Laurens County was that of the
proposed right-of-way of the primary connector between Laurens and
Anderson (Goodyear, et al. n.d.). This survey located 44 sites, representing
each of the major cultural-historical periods in the Piedmont. More
important, though, than the location and identification of these sites,
is the report that describes these sites (and the others located in
Anderson and Greenville Counties). This report and the Interstate 77
report are the major studies of the inter-riverine zone and contain the
most comprehensive discussion of the models that have been advanced to
explain site location, function and content. House originally proposed
that occupation of the inter-riverine zone was seasonal, primarily in
late fall and early winter, with mast and deer available and abundant.
The riverine zone was seen as the locus of the adaptation during the
other months of the year (House and Ballenger 1976). Goodyear is still
in agreement with the notion of seasonal utilization, but does not seem
to stress the part of the model that argues for use of the riverine zone
during the balance of the year. His examination of function for the
upland lithic scatters rules out the use of these sites for acorn or nut
processing (see below).
What is being obtained with this report and the survey of the
Russell Dam and Lake area (Taylor and Smith 1978) is a picture of seasonal
utilization of not only the inter-riverine zone, but also of the riverine
zone. The original House-Goodyear model would suggest very striking
differences between the archeological records of these two zones, but
the survey of the riverine zone indicated that there was very little
difference between these zones. At that time, I suggested that if there
was a difference, it migth be simply an upland/valley floor dichotomy
(Taylor and Smith 1978: 318). This recognizes the fact that valley
floor sites are in some cases quite distinctive, but in every instance
where intensive use of a site was indicated these were Late Archaic or
Woodland diagnostics present. These facts plus the general simplicity
of the Piedmont "tool kit" have cuased me to wonder how much "sedentary"
activity was characteristic of the Piedmont during the Archaic.
Concern must shift towards a model suggesting that use of the
Piedmont is seasonal, occurring in the late fall and early winter.
Moreover, the scale of this adaptation (see Binford n.d.b) involved, on
an annual basis, enough mobility so that not only was the Piedmont
physiographic zone exploited, but also the Appalachian Summit region,
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the Fall Line zone and the Coastal Plain. Such a notion receives support
archeologically from the distribution of related Late Archaic manifestations
from the mouth of the Savannah River to the Appalachian Summit (Stoltman
1972; Keel 1976; see Taylor and Smith 1978: 323). Such an extensive
adaptation is interesting in light of the supposed "settling in" that is
reasoned to be occurring at this time in all the summaries of eastern
United States culture history (Griffin 1967; Ford 1974; Dragoo 1976
among others). The distribution of types of raw materials offers some
support to this suggestion, also. Coastal Plain Chert from the Rice
Quarry (38AL14) is often found in the Piedmont as finished tools and
debitage, and occasionally as cores (Goodyear ~t al.n.d.; Taylor and
Smith 1978; Cable and Cantley 1979). Steatite is found on the Atlantic
Coast (Stoltman 1972) and in Tennessee (Faulkner and McCollough 1973).
Ridge and Valley cherts from Tennessee are frequently found in the
Piedmont. Such a picture argues for a lot of trade or a lot of mobility.
Returning to the discussion of Laurens County, a review of the site
files indicates that two "mounds" are reported. An examination of the
material in these files suggests that at least one of these may not be a
mound (38LU3). There is not enough information to make any determination
about the other.
Other than the Laurens to Anderson survey, only the results of the
Clinton By-pass survey have been reported (Wogaman 1977). The site
files indicate that the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, Soil
Systems, Inc., and the South Carolina Department of Highways and Public
Transportation have conducted environmental impact surveys, but there
are apparently no reports documenting these activities, even though it
has been eight months since the last of these sites were recorded. Of
these 33 sites, only 8 culturally diagnostic components were identified.
This contrasts with Goodyear's identification of 38 cultural historically
identified components at 44 sites in Laurens County (Goodyear et al.
n.d.). This difference has some explanation, but not with the behavior
of the prehistoric inhabitants of Laurens County. Instead, it might be
a reflection of differences in the behavior of archeologists reflective
of differences in survey intensity. This will be discussed more fully
in the next chapter.
Laurens County Annotated BibZiography
WaGAMAN, RONALD W.
1977 Evaluation of the Archeological Resources in the
Clinton ByPass Route, Clinton, South Carolina.
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University
of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 113.
This is the survey of four alternate routes of a proposed by-pass
around Clinton, S.C. Approximately 8 miles of proposed right-of-way was
inspected. Method of survey involved visual inspection of ground surface
combined with subsurface testing of high probability areas. Comprehensive
coverage of the alternate routes is disclaimed. Ten archeological sites
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were located, 8 strictly prehistoric, 2 containing both prehistoric and
historic materials. Site descriptions are provided for each site and
the assemblages are tabularized. One definite Early Archaic, 1 possible
Early Archaic (based on steep-edged scraper), 1 possible Late Archaic
(based on top of cruciform drill) were the only C-H affiliations made.
The other sites are unidentified prehistoric. None of the sites were






An archeological survey of the primary connector
from Laurens to Anderson. South Carolina. Institute
of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 122.
The purpose of this report was to furnish the sponsoring agency
with a brief summary of the findings of the survey combined with evaluations
of the significance of the sites found. In addition to this, a series
of appendices describing the sites and artifacts found is presented.
GOODYEAR,
n.d.
ALBERT C., NEAL W. ACKERLY AND JOHN H. HOUSE
An archeological survey of the Laurens to Anderson
connector route in the South Carolina Piedmont.
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University
of South Carolina, Anthropological Studies, in preparation.
This report discusses the results of a survey of the right-of-way
for the proposed primary connector between Laurens and Anderson, a
distance of approximately 31 miles. One hundred sixty sites or loci
within Sites were located, recorded and collected. A stringent attempt
was made to focus investigation on open ground in order to allow collection
of larger areas in any given case, thus yielding the most consistent set
of observations we have.
The report is comprehensive, addressing all of the required areas
such as environment, survey and sampling methods and their evaluation,
and the archeological and historical background. The chapter on environment
also includes an up-to-date review of the relevant literature on paleo-
environments in the Southeast. The chapter on archeological background
focuses on the Archaic Period and supplements very effectively House's
review of the Archaic (House and Ballenger 1976).
Also included are the results of a number of special studies. One
of these is a random vector method of assessing environmental variability
that was used to assess any differences in representativeness of the
survey corridor when compared to the area surrounding the corridor. This
study showed that the inter-riverine zone was fairly homogeneous. A
surface collection employing randomly selected collection units is
described and evaluated. Computer assisted mapping of the artifacts
recovered demonstrated that horizontally segregated clusters of artifacts
are present, even in spite of the agricultural activity and subsequent
erosion at the site. This study complements that of House and Wogaman
(1978) for the Windy Ridge Site (38FAl18).
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A chapter on the identification of activities in the inter-riverine
zone suggests that most of the sites in the zone are extraction sites
(Binford and Binford 1966). The evidence for acorn or nut processing is
reviewed and it is suggested that the small upland lithic scatter represents
the by-product of hunting activities. All of this discussion is complementary
to the models set forth by House and evaluated by him in two previous
studies (House and Ballenger 1976; House and Wogaman 1978). The phenomenon
of site reoccupation is discussed along with the analytical problems
that result, especially given the fact that there is no vertical separation
of different episodes of occupation. This reoccupation study attempted
to monitor changes in landform utilization by comparing the number of
components from consecutive temporal periods.
The chapter on cultural identification presents the results of the
typological analyses of hafted bifaces, other lithics and ceramics. The
analysis of the hafted bifaces contains, along with metric data on each
type, a discussion of each type focusing on the distribution and possible
function of each.
A mitigation plan is offered. Categories of significance are
defined and discussed. Several problem domains are introduced. Some of
these are: 1) interassemblage variability and intersite structural
analysis; 2) strategies of quartz procurement and tool replacement; 3)
investigation of the Late Archaic occupation at the Stoddard Site; and
investigation of the Middle Woodland occupation at 38LU53; and 4) investigation
of sites yielding "Ridge and Valley" chert artifacts. These discussions
join the other discussions of significance and problem domains outlined
for other areas on the Piedmont (House and Ballenger 1976; Cable, et
al., 1978; Cable and Cantley 1979; and Taylor and Smith 1978).
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LEXINGTON COUNTY
Seventy-seven sites represent 5.2% of all sites recorded, and 64
(74.4%) of these are prehistoric sites, representing 4.7% of the total
for this category. Thirty-eight or 59.4% of these are unidentified
prehistoric lithic scatters.
Lexington County is one of the"border" counties, with part of the
county in the Piedmont, and the rest in the Fall Line-Coastal Plain
Zone. On the whole, archeological investigations in the Piedmont portion
of the county have been of relatively small scale with the exception of
one large block of sites located and recorded by Carolina Archeological














Lexington County Annotated BibZiography
RICHARD R.
Exploratory excavations in the yard of the John Fox House
(38LX3l). Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series
13.
The primary purpose of this report is to discuss the exploratory
excavations conducted at this location. This source is listed here




Archeological survey of the Columbia Zoological Park,
Richland and Lexington Counties, South Carolina.
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University
of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 37.
This is the report of a survey of approximately 155 acres located
along the Saluda River just above its confluence with the Broad River in
the area that is now Riverbanks Zoo. This area was surveyed by first
undertaking a reconnaissance of the entire area to note the presence of
disturbed and open areas, and also features visible on the surface. In
addition, areas likely to contain buried sites were noted. Seven sites
were found. Four of these are prehistoric. One of these sites, the
Sable site (38KD60), contained stratified deposits. One level was
attributed to the Early Woodland. A second level was attributed to the
Middle and Late Archaic. The sites are described in the report. In
addition, there is a discussion of the ceramics found at the Sable Site
(38RD60) •
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Sites Found: 38RD60, 38RD6l, 38RD3, 38LX4l.
This is a survey of approximately 12 miles ofa proposed sewer
system along two tributaries of the Saluda River just northwest of
Columbia. Survey methods consisted of posthole tests in randomly selected
units and post hole tests and visual inspection of predicted site locations.
Nine sites were found, only one of which was threatened by construction
activity. The artifacts recovered are reported in tabular form employing




An archeological survey of Rawls and Kinley Creeks,
Lexington County, South Carolina. Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology, University of South Carolina, Research
Manuscript Series 105.
Sites Found: 38LXl15, 38LX123.
DRUCKER, LESLEY M.
1977a Proposed Twelve Mile Creek Interceptor Archeological
Survey. Carolina Archeological Services, Columhia.
This is the survey of approximately 22 miles of proposed sewer line
along Twelve Mile Creek and its tributaries. Survey methods included
both a records check for previously known sites and potential historic
sites and pedestrian survey of the impact area. During the pedestrian
survey, all open and disturbed areas were checked for sites. In addition,
subsurface testing was done in areas of low visibility. Forty-one sites
were located and recorded during the survey. Of these, 33 had prehistoric
components. Most of the sites have been classified as unidentified
prehistoric, but artifacts diagnostic of the Late Archaic and Ceramic
Prehistoric period were found. Also recorded, but not given site numbers,
were fourteen "scattersll of artifacts. Twenty-seven of these sites were
suggested to be significant and recommendations are provided to avoid
adverse impact. Other sections of the report discuss the environment
and the archeological and historical background. Each site is described
in the text. The results of the artifact analysis are reported in a
separate volume (Drucker 1977b).
DRUCKER, LESLEY M.
1977b Site Inventory: Proposed Twelve Mile Creek Interceptor
Project No. C450-372-0l8, Town of Lexington, South
Carolina. Carolina Archeological Services, Columbia.




A total of 102 sites represents 6.2% of all the sites recorded in
the Piedmont. Of these, 71 (69.6%) are prehistoric sites. This total
represents 5.2% of the prehistoric sites recorded. Thirty-six (50.7%)












Archeological efforts in this county began in conjunction with
surveys and excavations conducted prior to the innundation of Clark Hill
Lake (Miller 1950, 1974; Caldwell 1974). It is clear, however, from the
review of the site files at the Institute that none of the South Carolina
sites found during that survey are included in the present inventory
except for 38MC4 which was reported by Miller (1950) as 38MC6.
Since that time, the only survey efforts have been those of the
Augusta Archeological Society and that of Holschlag and Rodeffer (1976).
The Augusta Archeological Society located and recorded 28 sites. All of
these sites were located on lands which had been prepared for replanting,
allowing excellent visibility of the surface. This resulted in the
recovery of numerous diagnostic artifacts, indicating that a substantial
number of multicomponent sites were present, 17 to be exact. This
contrasts strongly with the results of the survey of the little River
Development area (Holschlag and Rodeffer 1976). During this survey, 48
sites were located. Twenty-one of these were historic sites. None of
the remaining 27 sites found by them are classified as multicomponent;
in fact, only two of these sites are classified as something other than
unidentified prehistoric. This is a reflection of the differences in
the visibility of the ground in the two areas, and the intensity of the
survey effort, which was acknowledged to be minimal due to time constraints
faced by the archeologists. So, to reiterate survey results are often
dependent on factors independent of the content of the archeological
record.
There have also been a number of sites recorded by archeologists
employed by the United States Forest Service, but these have evidently
not been reported other than by filling out a site form.
The annotated bibliography below contains articles written about





McCormick County Annotated BibZiography
C.
Primitive manufacture of spear and arrow points
along the line of the Savannah River in The Annual
Report of the Smithsonian Institution 1879, pp. 376-382.
This article discusses the presence of numerous open air workshops
along the Savannah River north of Augusta. Jones conveys the impression
of great variety in the kinds of raw materials used and the types of
artifacts made. He also makes note of the tremendous quantities of
material present. In this regard, he mentions that 8,000 "arrowheads Ii
have been collected along one short stretch of the river.
MILLER, CARL F.
1949 The Cake Spring Site, Columbia County Georgia.
American Antiquity 15: 38-51.
This is a brief report of the excavations at the Lake Spring site
(8CU6l) which is a Stallings Island Late Archaic shell midden located
about 1.5 miles upstream from the Clark Hill Dam. There is a discussion
of the Stalling's Island Late Archaic. The excavations are described
and so are the artifacts. The artifact descriptions also contain comparisons
of these artifacts with those found at other related sites. A trait
list is also provided at the end of the article.
HILLER, CARL F.
1950 An analysis and interpretation of the ceramic
remains from site 38MC6 near Clarks Hill, S.C.
Journal of the Washington Academy of Sciences
40: 350-354.
This reports the analysis of a number of artifacts from this site
that was discovered during construction activities associated with
Clarks Hill Dam. Emphasis was on the ceramics recovered. Most of the
ceramics were of Etowah, Savannah and Larrar types, with some Woodstock
and Deptford sherds present. Also noted were some sherds that were
corncob impressed. Miller concluded that the site was occupied during
the late prehistoric.
CALDWELL, JOSEPH R.
1953 The Rembert Mounds, Elbert County, Georgia.
Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 154: 303-321.
The Rembert Mounds, located along the Savannah River in Elbert
County, Georgia are discussed here because they appear to be the most
obvious Lamar manifestation along the Piedmont section of the Savannah
River. Bartram (Harper 1958) and Jones visited the mounds. While the
details of their descriptions disagree, it is clear that the site represents
a major mound center. By the time that the site was investigated in
conjunction with the innundation of the Clark Hill Lake, very little of
the original mounds were left. This was the result of flooding along the
Savannah River during the historic period. This article reports the
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investigations conducted by the author. Included are descriptions of
the mound remnants, stratigraphic profiles of some of the test pits, and
descriptions of the artifacts found. Three Lamar types--complicated
stamped, plain and bold incised--were found and are described. Bone and
shell artifacts were also found. A trait list is also provided.
CALDWELL, JOSEPH R
1954 The Old Quartz Industry of Piedmont Georgia and
South Carolina. Southern Indian Studies 5: 37-39.
In this article, Caldwell reports the findings of old Quartz"
materials in stratigraphic context underlying the Archaic materials at
the Lake Spring site (9CUGl) (see Miller 1949). The distribution of
surface sites of this type is discussed as well as the contents. A
figure illustrating the stratigraphy at the site is provided.
MILLER, CARL F
1974 Appraisal of the archeological resources of the
Clark Hill Reservoir area, South Carolina and
Georgia. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, The Notebook 6(2): 27-34.
(Originally prepared for the River Basin Surveys,
Smithsonian Institution, 1948).
This report discusses the results of a four month archeological
survey of the proposed Clark Hill Reservoirs in 1948. One hundred
twenty-eight sites were found; of these, 35 were prepottery." Two
sites, the Lake Spring Site (9CB6) and the Rembert Mound Group (9EB52)
are discussed in detail. A table displaying the breakdown of sites by
site type and location is given. Information regarding sites found was




Preliminary report: Archeological investigation of
Fort Charlotte, McCormick County, South Carolina.
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University
of South Carolina, The Notebook 6(2): 45-56. (Originally
prepared for the River Basin Surveys, Smithsonian
Institution, 1952).
The major purpose of this report is to describe the investigations
at the site of Fort Charlotte, a mid-18th century fortification located
along the Savannah River, and now covered by the waters of Clark Hill
Reservoir. This report is cited here because some of the prehistoric
artifacts recovered from the site and the vicinity are discussed and
illustrated. It appears that both Lamar and Stallings Punctated were
present at the site.
HOLSCHLAG,
1976
STEPHANIE AND MICHAEL J RODEFFER
A preliminary archeological reconnaissance of the
Little River Development Project, Alternative A.
Report submitted to South Carolina Department of
Archives and History, Columbia.
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II
This is the survey of a 1000 acre development located on a peninsula
above the confluence of the Little River with the Savannah River, now
inundated by Clark Hill Daril in McCormick County. The field method employed
was pedestrian, survey of selected landforms such as knolls, ridges or
terraces. No subsurface testing was performed due to severe time constraints.
Forty-nine archeological sites were located. Of these, 22 had prehistoric
components. Very few diagnostic artifacts were collected, but these





A total of 47 sites represents 2.9% of all the sites recorded. The
40 prehistoric sites represent 2 9% of the prehistoric sites recorded.
Of these, 18 (45%) are classified as unidentified prehistoric.
All sites Prehistoric sites
Site forms 95.7% 100.0%
Catalog 38.3% 45.0%
Maps 91.5% 95.0%
This county has had the benefit of very little extensive archeological
investigation. With the exception of the Parr Shoals project (Teague
n.d.), most of the sites that have been recorded have been reported by
members of the interested public or by archeologists from the United
States Forest Service or the South Carolina Department of Highways and
Public Transportation. To my knowledge, none of these sites so located
have been described or otherwise analyzed in a report that is readily
available to the archeological community.
The review of the site files indicated that artifacts representative
of all the major cultural periods have been recovered from sites in
Newberry County. A review of the general county file showed that no
mound sites have been reported from this area. One site, 38NE16, reported
by Teague (n.d.), is a fish weir in the Broad River.




An assessment of the archeological resources in the
Parr Project area, South Carolina. Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina, Research Manuscript Series, in preparation.
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OCONEE COUNTY
Seventy-three sites represent 4.4% of all sites recorded in the
Piedmont. Of these, 63 (86.3%) are prehistoric sites, which represents













This county, located in the extreme northwestern part of the state,
was part of the area occupied by the Lower Cherokee. As such, it contained
some of the most "spectacular" archeology in South Carolina. Unfortunately,
fate has dictated that this record would be poorly documented and studied.
Early reservoir construction at Hartwell, Keowee-~axaway and Jocassee
have had the effect of obliterating the better preserved parts of this
record. This reservoir construction was done prior to the passage of
modern legislation which meant that very little money was available to
salvage the affected sites prior to destruction. Compounding this
problem is the poor reporting of the work that was done.
The general county file contains numerous references to mounds, but
field checks by Ryan (197lc) and others indicate that these features are
either not mounds or they have been inundated by one of the reservoirs.
There is a possibility that two of the Lower Cherokee towns have
not been covered over. The site of Tomassee (380C13) is reported, and
if the map location is correct, then it is still available for study and
evaluation. The site of Chatooga Old Town (380C18) is also reported and
has been visited within the last year by professional archeologists (Lee
Novick, personal communication). Given the lack of study of the Lower
Cherokee and the fact that the Overhill and Middle Towns have been
investigated fairly intensively, then it can be argued that a program of
evaluation at these two sites would contribute measurably to the study
of Cherokee culture by providing data about the Lower Cherokee in particular,
and then comparison of these data with that obtained from the Overhill
and Middle Towns.
Since the surveys and excavations of the Hartwell Reservoir, Keowee-
Taxaway and Lake Jocassee, very little work has been done and this has
been primarily environmental impact studies (Brockington 1978). There
have been a number of sites reported by archeologists from the United
States Forest Service, but, to my knowledge, this has not been reported
in a manner that makes this information readily available to either the




Oconee County Annotated BibZiography
AND R. S. NEITZEL
The Chauga site in Oconee County, South Carolina.
University of Georgia, Laboratory of Archeology
Series Report 3.
Chauga is one of the Lower Cherokee towns flooded by the inundation
of Hartwell Reservoir. This report discusses the excavations conducted
at the site prior to its being flooded. There were two major foci of
effort. One was the excavation of the mound, which revealed ten discrete
construction stages; the other, a village area. Two buried horizons
were discovered during this phase, but evidently no good evidence for
structures. A large number of burials were recovered from the site,
primarily from the mound, including two with Southern Cult material.
The results of all activities are described. The burials are all described,
and there is a lengthy description and discussion of the ceramics recovered.
Less attention is given to the description of the bone and lithic artifacts.
A section of the report discusses the relationships between this site




Archeological salvage operation in the Keowee-
Toxaway Project nears completion. Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina, The Notebook 1(1): 7-8.
This brief article describes some of the archeological activities




Jocassee survey and excavations. Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina, The Notebook 2(6-7): 5.
This is a brief report of survey and excavations conducted by the





Some brief field trips in South Carolina.
of Archeology and Anthropology, University
Carolina, The Notebook 3(4): 93-101.
Institute
of South




The Oconee Station. Institute of Archeology and
Anthropology, University of South Carolina, The
Notebook 3(6): 35-43.
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This article is an extensive historical documentation of the Oconee
Station, located about 12 miles from Fort Prince George (38PI2) in
Oconee County. It is believed that one of the buildings was constructed
about 1760 and functioned as a trading post for traders among the Cherokee.
This article contains numerous references concerning the early interactions




Appraisal of the archeological resources of Hartwell
Reservoir, South Carolina and Georgia. Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina, The Notebook 6(2): 35-44. (Report originally
prepared for the National Park Service 1953).
See Anderson County for annotation.
BROCKINGTON, PAUL E., JR.
1978 An archeological survey of Duke Power's Oconee-Bad
Creek 500 KV and Jocassee-Bad Creek 100KV transmission
lines, Oconee County, South Carolina. Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 130.
This is the survey of two transmission line rights-of-way, approximately
13 miles in length, located in northern Oconee County. A records check
was performed prior to initiating the fieldwork. This indicated that no
archeological sites were known in the area. The survey method employed
was to inspect all tower locations except those south of Jocassee Dam,
which was already heavily disturbed. In disturbed areas where visibility
was good, visual inspection of the ground was performed. In vegetated
areas, subsurface tests were excavated, but not screened. Five archeological
sites were located. These are described in the report. All were very




A total of 18 sites represents 1.1% of all sites recorded; the 16
prehistoric sites comprise 1.2% of those recorded from the Piedmont.
This is the lowest total for a county that lies entirely within the













Most of the surveys in this county were done during the investigations
of the Hartwell Reservoir and the Keowee-Taxaway project. As was mentioned
above in the section on Oconee County, lack of reporting adequately what
work was done is a problem for Pickens County also. The major exception
to this is the report of the excavations at the I. C. Few (38PN2) by
Gt'ange (n.d.).
The general site file for this county does not contain any references
to mounds or other special kinds of sites.
Recent archeological work has been for the preparation of environmental
impact assessments (Brockington 1978; Drucker 1978), but both of these
failed to locate any sites in Pickens County. Archeologists from the
South Carolina Department of Highways and Public Transportation have
recorded two sites, but these have not been reported publicly.
A review of the site files for information about the occupational
history of the county show major gaps. Presently there are no documented
Early or Late Archaic sites in the county. Cultural affiliations given
are predominantly Woodland, Mississippian or historic Cherokee. This is
undoubtedly an artifact of the amount of survey and not a fact of the
archeological record.
Pickens County Annotated BibZiography
GRANGE, ROGER T., JR.
1971 The I. C. Few Site. Institute of Archeology and
Anthropology, University of South Carolina, The Notebook
3(1): 19-20.
This is a brief report on the results of the excavation of the I.
C. Few Site (38PN2) which is located very near Fort Prince George in the
area that was inundated by the Keowee-T~xaway Reservoir. This site is a
village with 3 burial mounds. It has been extensively disturbed by
agricultural activities, and most of the artifacts were contained within
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the plow zone. Undisturbed burials and other features were present
below the plow zone. One hundred and twenty features were recorded.
These included 15 burials, 57 pits, 19 hearths and 19 miscellaneous
features. Burial types observed included flexed inhumations (most
common), 2 bundle burials and a probable cremation. Grave goods were
infrequent, and consisted of shell beads, a shell gorget, and a steatite
gorget. There are indications that small structures were built over
some of the burial pits. Other artifacts recovered included small
triangular projectile points, some stemmed and notched projectile points,
hammerstones , and axes with polished bits. Mention is made of small
ground stone discs C!-:t to l!.z" in diameter, 1/8" to !.z" thick). Nearly
100 were formed and a complete manufacturing sequence is present.
Ceramics are the most common artifact. Body sherds are plain, check
stamped and complicated stamped. Rim forms include flared, thickened
and collared varieties. A number of 18th century European artifacts
were recovered, but none from undisturbed contexts.
GRANGE, ROGER T., JR.
n.d. The I. C. Few Site (38PN2). Unpublished manuscript
on file at the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Columbia.
This is the report of the excavations at this site which is believed
to have been occupied between about 750 A.D. to 1200 A.D. A summary of
the results was given by Grange (1971) and is contained in the annotation
for that article. This report contains discussions of the methods
employed and the results of the excavations. In addition, the various
classes of artifacts are described and illustrated. This report supplements




An archeological survey of Oolenoy Watershed Project
40, Pickens County, South Carolina. Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 135.
This reports the survey of approximately 50 acres which will be
impacted by the proposed construction of a flood prevention reservoir
north of Pickens. The project area is actually on the southern edge of
the Blue Ridge province. A records check was performed prior to the
initiation of fieldwork. Survey methods employed were visual inspection
of the ground surface in open or disturbed areas (about 5% of the project
area) and subsurface testing in areas where the ground surface was
covered by vegetation. This testing indicated that the alluvial portions
of the project area had been covered by heavy silt deposits in historic
times. No sites were found.
DRUCKER, LESLEY M.
1978 An archaeological reconnaissance of the Pendleton-
Clemson 201 facilities, wastewater treatment improvements
system. Anderson and Pickens Counties, South Carolina.
This is the report of a survey of approximately six miles of
proposed sewer lines. A records check was performed prior to beginning
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fieldwork. This check showed that no sites were recorded from this
area. Field methods employed included pedestrian survey and subsurface
testing in the right-of-way. Only one site was recorded (38AN93), and
it was an historic site. The report contains sections on methodology,
archeological and historical background and the environment of the area.
Recommendations are offered in the final section of the report.
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RICHLAND COUNTY
A total of 92 sites are recorded in the Piedmont section of the
county; this county is, of course, on the border between the Piedmont
and the Coastal Plain. The total represents 5.6% of all sites recorded;
55 of these sites are prehistoric, representing 4.0% of the total for
this category; 19 or 34.6% of the prehistoric sites are classified as
unidentified prehistoric.
All sites Prehistoric sites
Site form 96.7% 100.0%
Catalog 37.0% 45.5%
Map 63.0% 89.1%
The sites in this county have been recorded by a wide variety of
both professional archeologists and members of the interested public.
The archeological surveys have been primarily environmental impact
surveys where the total number of sites recorded have been small in each
instance (Ryan 1972; Kimmel 1973; Ferguson 1976). The Interstate 77
project only recorded one site in Richland County (House and Ballenger
1976).
An examination of the site files for information about diagnostic
artifacts recovered at different sites indicates a fair proportion of
Woodland and Mississippian period occupation which is to be expected in
the Fall Line region. Very few sites are attributed to the Archaic
period. This is probably a reflection of the fact that this sample of
sites is from the extreme lower Piedmont and the Fall Line zone. If
more surveys were performed in the northern part of the county, a predominance
of Archaic over ceramic prehistoric sites would be expected.
The general file for this county contains references to mounds and
"ancient burial grounds" but these are for the Columbia area or south
down in the Congaree Swamp.




Archeological resources along the proposed route of
Interstate 77. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript
Series 11.





Archeological survey of the Columbia Zoological Park,
Richland and Lexington Counties, South Carolina,
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University
of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 37.
See Lexington County for annotation.
KIMMEL, RICHARD H.
1973 Archeological survey report of the South Carolina
Department of Corrections' Broad River Complex.
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University
of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 55.
This is a reconnaissance of the 1000 acre SCDC Broad River Complex
located near Columbia. A documents and records check was made prior to
the initiation of a pedestrian survey of the various construction areas
and grounds of the complex. Visibility of the ground surface is described
as poor, but no subsurface testing was performed. Three sites were
found and these are described in the report. All three sites had material
from the Middle Archaic and one site had Late Archaic and prehistoric
ceramics. A private collection from the survey area was also cataloged





An archeological survey of a Fall Line creek: Crane
Creek Project, Richland County, South Carolina. Institute
of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 94.
This is the survey of approximately 23 miles of proposed sewer
lines in the Crane Creek area immediately north of Columbia. Methods
included checks of site files and Mill's Atlas, which showed 3 miles
located in the area. Pedestrian survey was performed to check the
Mill's Atlas sites, to check a series of predicted site locations, and
to inspect a number (11) of randomly selected units. These areas were
visually inspected and subsurface testing was also done in each. Twenty-
two sites were located, 12 of which were in the Piedmont, 8 of which
were in the Sand Hills, and 2 in the transition zone.
Tables are provided which summarize the results of the artifact
analysis and of the survey results. A research design is provided along
with the results of the survey.
Sites found: RD 105-126, 134, 105, 116-121, 123-126, 134.
HOUSE, JOHN H.
1976
AND DAVID L. BALLENGER
An archeological survey of the Interstate 77 Route
in the South Carolina Piedmont. Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology, University of South Carolina Research
Manuscript Series 104.
See Chester County for annotation.
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SALUDA COUNTY
A total of 26 sites represents 1.6% of all sites recorded. All of













This is perhaps our most poorly known county in the Piedmont. The
26 sites are not the lowest total, but there has not been any systematic
archeological investigation in the area. The sites that are recorded
have been reported by both professional archeologists and members of the
interested public, but never in the context of even an environmental
impact survey. No annotated bibliography accompanies this section.
What little information is available indicates that all of the
major cultural-historical periods are present in the county. Some of
the site forms have so little information, however, that it was not even
possible to determine with certainty whether the site was historic or
prehistoric. These were listed as "unknown."
There is currently one prehistoric site from Saluda County listed
on the National Register of Historic Places. This is Saluda Old Town
(38All). This site is said to be the location of the village of the
Saluda Indians, abandoned in 1712 when they moved north, eventually to
Pennsylvania. This was also the site of the signing of a treaty in 1755
between the Cherokee, represented by Conocartee (Old Hop), and the
Colonial government of South Carolina, represented by Governor Glen.
This treaty ceded all Cherokee lands to South Carolina. An Archaic
occupation (Early and Late) and a late prehistoric occupation from about
900 A.D. to 1500 A.D. (information is from the National Register nomination
form) are also present. The site is said to have a IItemple mound," but
this has not been verified by archeological testing, according to information
provided on the site forms. According to two longtime residents of the
area, the location of the actual site is still a matter of controversy,
wi%hsome of the older residents believing that Saluda Old Town may
actually be across the Saluda River in Newberry County (James Scurry,
personal communication). Hemmings, during his visit to the site, did
not observe the artifacts (gun flints, historic ceramics, pipe stems,
prehistoric ceramics) that he expected would characterize an Historic
Indian occupation (information in the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology
site files). A recent visit by personnel from the Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology revealed that there was an abundance of lithic artifacts
and debitage. Historic ceramics and glass were also observed, but the
quantities were much less. Very few prehistoric ceramics were in evidence
(Tommy Charles, personal communication). There is a site similar to
this across the Saluda River that has been visited. It appears that
additional work is necessary to clarify the situation and resolve any
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controversy that may exist. For one, it is essential that the attribution
of Saluda Old Town be as accurate as possible, because if this is not
the location, then obviously, the site of these events is still unknown.
It is also important to maintain the integrity of the National Register
of Historic Places. A program of study and evaluation of this site or
possible alternatives is recommended. Such a study should include archeological
testing to delimit accurately site boundaries and content, including a
determination of whether the mound that is said to be there is actually
a mound and not an erosional remnant. Another aspect of this study
would be research to locate additional historical documentation that
might clarify where the location of Saluda Old Town is. A third focus
to the study should be to locate local residents knowledgeable about the
site, collectors, and others and interview them concerning what they
might know or might have collected off the site. Such a study could
possibly resolve any lingering doubts or questions about the location of
the site. A second benefit would be an up-to-date assessment of the
site's archeological potential. This would be valuable given the absence
of any systematic investigations there.
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SPARTANBURG COUNTY
Forty sites from Spartanburg County represent 2.4% of all sites
recorded; the 29 (77.5%) prehistoric sites are 2.3% of the number of
these sites recorded from the Piedmont. Twenty-four (77.4%) of the
prehistoric sites are classified as unidentified prehistoric, but this
total is somewhat misleading because it includes soapstone quarry
sites. Since they contained no temporally diagnostic artifacts, the
soapstone quarries are technically unidentified, but they can be attributed
to the Late Archaic or occasionally to later periods, based on soapstone












One major focus of research in this county has been the study of a
number of prehistoric soapstone quarries by a group of students from
Wofford College (Overton 1969; Lowman and Wheatley 1970; Edens 1971).
These studies culminated in a report by Ferguson (1979) which documents
a total of 18 quarry sites. The purpose of this study was to provide
the information required to nominate these sites, as a district, to the
National Register of Historic Places. The report describes the sites,
features, and artifacts present at them. Arguments of significance are
also presented.
Other archeological activity in the county has been restricted to a
number of small environmental impact surveys (Drucker 1977; Most 1977;
Cable and Michie 1977). Nothing unusual was located or recorded by
these surveys.
The review of the general county file showed no mention of mounds
or fish weirs. Information on cultural affiliation of the sites recorded
from the county shows a preponderance of unidentified prehistoric material,
with some Middle and Late Archaic period artifacts, and possibly some
material from the ceramic prehistoric period.
Spartanburg County Annotated BibZiography
CABLE, JOHN S.
1977
AND JAMES L. MICHIE
An archeological reconnaissance of the Chesnee By-
pass route, Cherokee and Spartanburg Counties, South
Carolina. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript
Series 119.
See Chester County for annotation.
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DRUCKER, LESLEY M.
1977 Archaeological Survey of proposed Riverdale Mills
water treatment facility, EPA No. C 450-461-01.
Carolina Archaeological Services, Columbia.
This is the report of an archeological survey of approximately 2~
acres which would be impacted by the proposed construction of a waste
treatment facility along the Enoree River near Enoree in Spartanburg
County. Methods employed were visual inspection of the ground surface
combined with an extensive program of subsurface testing. No prehistoric
sites were located, although material relating to the use of the area as
a contemporary trash dump was encountered.
EDENS, RICK
1971 A further comment on Archaic soapstone quarries in
upper South Carolina. Institute of Archeology and
Anthropology, University of South Carolina, The Notebook
3(4): 91-92.
This is the report of test excavations conducted by a group of
Wofford College students at the Pacolet River Site (38SP13). The goal
of this effort was to date the quarries by finding diagnostic tools in
association. This was unsuccessful, but there was a surface find of a
quarry tool made of quartzite conglomerate. An argument is made by the
author that the elongated bowl forms are younger than round bowl forms.
The evidence for this contention is the observation of a boulder on
which the scars of the removal of an elongated bowl are superimposed on
the scars of a round bowl. It is also noted that long bowl fragments
are less weathered than round bowl fragments. A recommendation for




Final report: Spartanburg soapstone archeological
study. Report submitted to the South Carolina Depart-
ment of Archives and History.
This report documents investigations at 18 prehistoric soapstone
quarries located in eastern Spartanburg County for the purpose of nominating
these sites as an archeological district to the National Register of
Historic Places.
The sites are described in tables, and maps are provided showing
their locations. A brief environmental,archeological and historical
summary is provided. Non-quarry sites were also visited and these are
described along with the assemblages recovered. Features at the quarry
sites, such as bowl scars and preforms are also described. A controlled
surface collection and subsurface testing was done at site 38SP54. A
30% random sample of a 3200 meter square block was collected. Two test
pits were excavated. One yielded artifacts from a depth of 80 cm below
surface. The results of these investigations are not otherwise described,
except in a series of profiles illustrating the stratigraphy. Geological
investigations were also conducted through a program of systematic
shovel testing to determine the boundary of the soapstone deposits to
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those derived from gneissic soils. Although problems were noted with
this method of obtaining a reliable estimate of outcrop size, tremendous
variation in "suitability" were found in a single deposit. This is due,
of course, to differing degrees of alteration when it was formed. The
soapstone most heavily used was the most homogeneous, massive and talcous.
In the discussion of significance of these sites, it is argued that
these sites possess data that can be of use in a number of research
problems:
• delineation of regional patterns of cultural development
• reconstruction of lithic technological subsystems of
cultural systems
• the interpretation of economic and subsistence subsystems
• site formation processes
• interdisciplinary studies
In the final section of the report, it is recommended that efforts




AND S. L. WHEATLEY
Archaic soapstone quarries in upper South Carolina.
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University
of South Carolina, The Notebook 2(6-7): 6-12.
This article is the second by a group of Wofford College students
discussing the results of their survey and other investigations of
steatite quarries in Spartanburg and Cherokee Counties. Six previously
unknown quarries and two discussed by Overton (1969) are reported on,
with brief descriptions of each site, its contents, and other special
features. The authors report circular bowls and elongated bowls.





An archeological reconnaissance of the proposed Pacolet
River Reservoir: Spartanburg County, South Carolina.
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University
of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 116.
This is the report of the reconnaissance of a 17 kilometer segment
of the Pacolet River and adjacent tributaries which were to be impacted
by the construction of a reservoir. A records check was performed prior
to the beginning of fieldwork. Sites were located by checking areas
that were predicted on the basis of aspect and proximity to water.
Thirteen sites were located in this manner and subjected to surface
collection. The sites are described in the report and a table displaying
the results of the artifact analysis is presented. Artifacts diagnostic






A survey of soapstone quarry sites. Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina, The Notebook 1(4): 6-7.
This brief report discusses the results of a survey for steatite or
soapstone quarries by Wofford College in 1969. Four quarry sites were




One hundred eleven sites from Union County represent 6.7% of all
sites. The 99 (92.8%) prehistoric sites comprise 7.5% of the total of













A very limited amount of archeological investigation has been
conducted in this county. There have been two surveys by the Institute
of Archeology and Anthropology (Branchi 1975; Cable et al.1978). These
surveys indicated that artifacts diagnostic of all the major occupational
periods are present in Union County.
The general county file notes the presence of a mound which is
recorded as the Blackstock Mound (38UN2). At present, it does not
appear that the site has been visited by a professional archeologist.
Until this is done, this feature cannot reliably be called a mound. A
fish weir is also reported in the Broad River as 38UN5. This is a
mistake or, at least, a duplicate recording of the Fishdam Ford (38CS49)
which was visited by and described by Ryan (1971). The site files
should be changed.
Union County Annotated Bibliography
BIANCHI, TRAVIS L.
1975 An archeological survey of a portion of the Fair
forest Creek Watershed, Union County, South Carolina.
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of
South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 71.
This is a survey of a 60 acre proposed impoundment of Sugar Creek,
part of the Fairforest Creek watershed for the Soil Conservation Service
of USDA. Site records and documentary sources were checked. Survey was
done by visual inspection, with cleared or disturbed areas being emphasized.
Two sites were found and tentatively assigned to the Middle Archaic. No





S., CHARLES E. CANTLEY AND JIl1 S. SEXTON
A study of prehistoric utilization of the inter-riverine
Piedmont: The US 176 by-pass survey from Union to
Pacolet, South Carolina. Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology, University of South Carolina,
Research Manuscript Series 131.
This is the report of the survey of a 31 kilometer right-of-way for
a proposed by-pass route for US Route 176 around the towns of Jonesville
and Pacolet in Union County. Survey methods employed included a records
check and then a two phase pedestrian survey of the project area. The
first phase was a reconnaissance of the area to permit a preliminary
estimation of the resources and to examine the survey conditions. The
second phase was an intensive survey designed to provide information
about the significance of the sites found. This report contains a
section on the environment along with a description of the sites found.
The major focus of the report was the evaluation of the hypothesis that
larger, denser sites occurred in areas where soil productivity (as
measured by the Soil Conservation Service) was high. Employing Spearman's
rho, the authors investigated the relationship between soil productivity
and artifact density, site size, tool diversity, and multicomponent
diversity. A statistically significant relationship between soil
productivity and artifact density, tool diversity and multicomponent
diversity was found. The report concludes with recommendations that six
of the sites found should either be avoided or mitigated.
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YORK COUNTY
This total represents 3.2% of all sites recorded. The 44 prehistoric













Most of the sites that have been recorded in this county have been
located in conjunction with small surveys or by members of the interested
public. The route of Interstate 77 crosses York County and seven sites
were recorded during that exercise (House and Ballenger 1976). Also
investigated were a number of rock shelters by a group of students from
Wofford College (House et al. 1969). No prehistoric artifacts were
recovered during their activities.
Included in this annotated bibliography below are a series of
articles on the investigations of the Holiday Inn Rockshelter, located
in Cleveland County, North Carolina. It is included here for comparative
purposes because rockshelters, though infrequent, do occur in the South
Carolina Piedmont. These articles document some aspects of this type of
site in the county, but these are from Jones (1873) and Thomas (1891).
There are no contemporary references to any mounds or fish wiers in the
area.
When examlnlng the site files, very little is known about the
historic Catawba occupation. Or it':$' prehi,st':Q.ric Precursors.
There is a sizable stretch of the Catawba River in this county which is
still free flowing. An archeological survey of this area would be an
important first step in determining what resources would be available
for the archeological study of the only known Historic Indian group that
used the Piedmont exclusively.
York County Annotated Bibliography
HOWLE, JACK,
1969
ED VENTERS AND CAM VARNER
A survey of rockshelters sites.




This is the report of a survey for rockshelter sites conducted by
Wofford College in 1969. Sites from two locations are reported. The
first location is near York. Five shelters are reported from this area.
It is not clear from the report whether or not prehistoric artifacts
were found at any of these locations. One site, 38YKll, was tested, but
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no artifacts were recovered. No tests were placed in the other four.
The second location is described as being behind Tyron Peak in Polk
County, North Carolina. This site (3lPKll) is described as having 8 to
10 feet of overhang over a distance of 60 feet. A test unit was excavated,
but the report only mentions that charcoal deposits were found to a






Archeological resources along the proposed route of
Interstate 77. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript
Series 11.
See Chester County for annotation.
BOZARD, JAMES,
1969
JAMES HILTON, DONALD WILLIAMSON AND PAUL POWERS
The Holiday Inn Rockshelter. Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology, University of South Carolina, The
Notebook 1(4): 9-12.
This is a brief description of the investigations conducted at this
site by the authors in January of 1969. Two units were excavated. Unit
Number 1 was 4 by 5 feet and excavated to a depth of 6.5 feet. A projectile
point tip and a scraper were found at a depth of 6 feet. Unit number 2
was 4 by 10 feet with an extension of 2 by 6.5 feet. It was excavated
to a depth of 3 feet. Two Morrow Mountain points and 3 sherds were
found at the 20 inch level in this unit. Two figures illustrating the
excavations are provided. This site is in North Carolina (about 1 mile
north of the border) on the Broad River. It is included in this annotation




WADE, GARY COLEMAN, FRED INMAN AND GENE JOHNSON
The Holiday Inn Rockshelter (3lCDll): Second Season.
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of
South Carolina, The Notebook 2(4-5): 4-9.
This is the report of the second season of investigations at this
site by a group of students from Wofford College. It was noticed that
the site had been flooded since the previous year's work. Materials
recovered include Morrow Mountain, Guilford, Halifax and Yadkin projectile
points, cordmarked and fabric impressed, as well as plain grit tempered
ceramics. The projectile points were found at relative depths that
correlates with their ages as defined elsewhere (Coe 1964). This is not
true when the ceramics are included. One sherd was found at a depth
between the Morrow Mountain and Halifax levels. A steatite sherd was




AND J. WESLEY CHAMPION, JR.
Third season excavation at the Holiday Inn Rock Shelter.
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University
of South Carolina, The Notebook 3(4): 82-85.
This reports the work done during January of 1971 by a group of
students from Wofford College. Excavations during this period were
conducted in areas X, Y and Z, which are 4 feet by 6 feet rectangles. In
unit Z, two projectile points, a Guilford and a Morrow Mountain were
found at 43 inches and 50 inches respectively. In Unit X, a Guilford
was recovered at a depth of 42 to 46 inches. Unit X and Z also contained
large quantities of debitage. Some of the debitage had cortex indicating
that river cobbles were employed as the raw materials. Units X, Y, and
Z were excavated to depths of 46, 66 and 60 inches below datum. Flakes
and charcoal were recovered from these levels.
BARNHARDT, RICHARD, TERRY FERGUSON, GARY SHORT, MARK. 0' LENCKI AND ROBERT
SHORT
1972 The 1972 excavation of the Holiday Inn Rock Shelter
Site (3lCDll). Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina, The Notebook 4(3): 69-70.
This is the fourth report of investigations at this site. Work
during this season involved excavation of a test unit in the talus in
front of the cave. No artifacts were recovered. Excavation was then
conducted in "Work Zones" 1 and 2. Work Zone 1 contained approximately
2 pounds of debitage. Cortex present on some of the debitage indicated
the use of stream pebbles or cobbles. Work Zone 2 yielded a Stanley
projectile point at a depth of 38 inches below surface. An editor's
note appended to this report mentions work by other Wofford College
students at the Rambler Rock Shelter (3lPK3) and Traveler's Haven Rock
Shelter (3lPK4). Brief notes and photos of these activities are on file
at the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology.
HOUSE, JOHN H.
1976
AND DAVID L. BALLENGER
An archeological survey of the Interstate 77 Route in
the South Carolina Piedmont. Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology, University of South Carolina,
Research Manuscript Series 104.




Archaeological and Botanical Survey: Proposed Waste-
water Treatment Facilities, York, South Carolina. Report
submitted to the South Carolina Department of Archives
and History, Columbia.
This is the report of a survey of lands that will be affected by
the proposed construction of wastewater treatment facilities southeast
of York. The areas surveyed include a 20 acre plant site, 550 meters of
access road and l4~ miles of sewer lines. A records check was performed.
Field methods employed included visual inspection of open and disturbed
areas, and subsurface testing, including auger testing of one site
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38YK8, where visibility was poor or the presence of buried deposits was
suspected. Four sites were found. Two are described as as unidentified
prehistoric scatters, but there is no information in the report about
the cultural affiliation of the other two, except that they are mu1ti-
component. One site (38YK8) was recommended as eligible for inclusion
in the National Register of Historic Places.
Sites found: YK8, 121-122, 123.
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DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In the various counties of the Piedmont, the vast bulk of arche-
ological activity has been the result of sponsor-initiated surveys whose
purpose was to comply with environmental laws. Of course, these efforts
can only address certain problems in a peripheral or marginal manner.
This situation is not unique to South Carolina; it is characteristic of
cultural resource management in general. Here in this state, as in many
others, there have been explicit and effective attempts to circumvent
this shortcoming by defining research problems that are broad in scope
and applicable to a wide range of sites (Goodyear 1975; House and Ballenger
1976; Taylor and Smith 1978; House and Wogaman 1978; Cable, et al. 1978;
and Goodyear, et al. n.d.).
This effort is not enough, unfortunately. Certain sites are valuable
for research purposes, but are very few in number, especially when
compared to the numbers of prehistoric upland lithic scatters that
exist. These kinds of sites, mounds, fish weirs, buried or stratified
alluvial sites are rarely encountered in sponsor-initiated studies, but
are clearly very important parts of the state's prehistory, in terms of
both their research potential and their public interpretive values. It
is recommended that surveys be planned that specifically address the
location and evaluation of the mounds, fish weirs and buried alluvial
sites. The site files contain numerous references to mounds, for example.
It has not been possible, in many instances, to get a definitive assessment
of these features because members of the interested public sometimes
confuse certain natural landforms as man-made. These sites should be
inventoried and evaluated, and if it is so warranted, nominated to the
National Register of Historic Places.
There should be a program to inventory and evaluate all of the fish
weirs or rock alignments in the rivers of the Piedmont. Numerous references
to these features are in the general county files, and a number have
been identified, such as the McCollum Fish Weir, which is already on the
National Register of Historic Places. In addition to locating these
features, the riverbanks adjacent to these features should be tested to
see if there are any associated remains that would aid in the inter-
pretation of these features. These data would contribute measurably to
the general problem of the use of aquatic resources in the prehistoric
diet (see O'Hara in Taylor and Smith 1978 for a summary).
Even though substantial stretches of the rivers of the Piedmont
have been inundated, there are still many miles of riverbank that potentially
could contain buried and stratified sites. To be sure, some are known
(Ryan 1971a; 1971c, 1972; Miller 1949; Kelly and Neitzel 1961; Taylor
and Smith 1978; Taylor n.d.). These sites are especially important
given the condition of the archeological record in the non-alluvial
Piedmont uplands. Historic agriculture was very erosive (Trimble 1974)
and this had a very detrimental effect on the physical integrity of
Piedmont upland archeological sites (House and Ballenger 1976; House and
Wogaman 1978; Most in Taylor and Smith 1978; Brooks in Taylor and Smith
1978). Piedmont upland sites have their contents preserved, but the
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spatial relationships have been severely altered, especially in the
vertical plane. Because of this, buried and stratified sites will be,
in the overwhelming majority of instances, our only sources of data in
which the horizontal and vertical relationships between artifacts and
features are maintained.
To be sure, there are buried and stratified sites in the Piedmont.
A number of these have been visited and tested (Ryan 1971, 1972; Teague
n.d.; Taylor and Smith 1978; Taylor n.d.). Unfortunately there has been
little opportunity to excavate any of these sites. Consequently, little
is known directly about the chronology of adaptation in the South Carolina
Piedmont. A partial remedy may be the testing and excavation of a
number of buried sites in the Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake during the
next few years. We must not rely totally on the data recovered from
these sites for our view of prehistoric life in the riverine Piedmont,
but must also undertake location and evaluation programs in the other
major river valleys in the region. Varying lengths of such rivers as
the Broad, the Saluda and the Catawba have yet to be surveyed. Just how
such surveys are to be financed remains to be determined. It is probably
accurate to say that, with the exception of the R. B. Russell Dam and
Lake, there are no major federally sponsored land modification projects
scheduled for any major river in the Piedmont. It is perhaps superfluous
to stress, even in spite of the difficulties of this task, that a program
of location and evaluation of buried and stratified sites is crucial to
the effective management of the archeological resources of the Piedmont.
There are two other programs that have been suggested before, but
have not yet been developed: studies of the Cherokee and the Catawba
(see Stephenson 1975: 94-95). Both of these studies would be very
valuable additions to our knowledge of these groups. Study of the
Cherokee Lower Towns (those that still are available for archeological
study) would not only contribute measurably to the archeology of the
state, but also provide comparative data to scholars working on the
archeology of the Middle and Overhill Towns. The review of the site
files indicates that Chatooga Old Town and Tomassee might be available
for study. Some use also might be made of the unreported data from the
Keowee-TQxaway and Jocassee excavations.
As Stephenson (1975: 94-95) has noted, the study of the Catawba
would provide data on a very interesting situation: the acculturation
of the Catawba to the Euro-American way while they were simultaneously
adjusting to each other.
In addition to the review of the site files in the Statewide Inventory,
and the county by county summary of the work done, with a concentration
on recent work, a data storage and retrieval system based on the SPSS
system (Nie et al.1975) was devised. Currently there are 670 cases in
this file. The cases are archeological sites located and recorded
during a number of survey projects (see Table 1). The variables and
attributes that were re~orded for each site followed two previously
developed formats. The management section largely follows that employed
for the intensive survey of the Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake (Taylor
and Smith 1978). This format was chosen because it includes all of the
information required by 36CFR63, which specifies the level of documentation
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necessary in order to make a determination of eligibility for the National
Register of Historic Places, a necessary step if there is to be any data
recovery at the site. This particular system has also passed an important
empirical test, which was the creation of an archeological district
determined eligible for the National Register for the sites located
during the intensive survey of the Russell Reservoir.
The categories chosen to describe the artifact assemblages follow
what is informally known as the "Highway typologyll at the Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology. This was developed by the Highway Program
and was employed on a number of survey projects (House and Ballenger
1976; Wogaman 1977; Cable et al.1978; Goodyear et al.n.d.; Taylor and
Smith 1978; Most 1977; and others). Excellent descriptions of each
artifact type are provided in a number of reports, especially House and
Ballenger (1976), so no attempt will be made here to repeat them.
Information on diagnostic lithic and ceramic artifacts was also recorded.
These lists attempt to be comprehensive for the Piedmont, but they are
not adequate for the whole state. Again, descriptions of each artifact
type are available in readily accessible reports. For the hafted bifaces,
Poplin and O'Hara, in Taylor and Smith (1978), is recommended. For the
ceramics, Smith, in Taylor and Smith (1978), is recommended.
Below a series of tables (Table 2-14) is presented displaying the
frequencies of the various categories in the management section of the
system. These are provided primarily for illustration. Time constraints
made it impossible to use the file in an analytical manner although that
is clearly possible.
Appendix A by Jim Sexton documents fully the system employed. It
should be understood that this particular system is a "rough draft" of a
system suitable for use for the entire state. Hopefully, the archeological
community can take this system as a starting place to develop a computerized
data storage and retrieval system that will permit analysis of data
gathered from all parts of the state.
Some may have wondered why the computer file had only 670 sites
when there have been 1369 prehistoric sites recorded in the Piedmont.
Quite simply, the sites included were the only ones for which all of the
information required was available. The sites chosen all had one thing
in common: they came from projects that yielded published results. It
was the impression from the review of the site files that the use of the
site form was very casual. There were numerous instances where professional
archeologists failed to put down very basic information on the form.
This situation is only exacerbated when public reports are taken into
account. A content analysis of the site forms was too large an undertaking
for this project, but my impression is that a large majority of the
sites recorded, but not in the computer file, can be considered to be
merely reports of archeological material from a certain place. The
information content of such forms is minimal, with only the location.
having any real value. The tabulation of unidentified prehistoric sites
in Table Inv. 1 was an attempt to monitor this. Those results show/that
56% of the sites recorded are classified as unidentified prehistor1c.
This percentage contrasts strongly with the percentage of unidentified
prehistoric sites that are located in conjunction with large surveys,
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which, for example, for the Russell Reservoir was 43.15% and 33.1% for
the Laurens to Anderson survey (Taylor and Smith 1978: 336). This
discrepancy is probably one of survey intensity, although it would be
difficult to establish, given the records available.
The major problem is that archeologists are treating the site form
as a bureaucratic necessity rather than as a management and research
tool. The site form is a window through which we can view the site. If
that window is fogged, then, of course, our view is obscured. To be
sure, a better site form than the one currently employed is needed, but
even this form was not completely filled out. There has been the recent
development of a new site form at the Institute of Archeology and Anthro-
pology t.hataddresses these new information needs directly. This,
however, is only part of the solution. If this information is deemed to
be necessary, then the completion of the site form and attendant assemblage
description must be made a requirement of successful contract completion.
This is to say that in order for the South Carolina Department of Archives
and History and the State Archeologist to accept a report as adequate,
then an administrative procedure needs to be implemented that reviews
the site form and the assemblage description to see that all of the
required information is contained on the form. Such a step would measurably
improve the quality of information contained within the files. Another
aid to record keeping would be to make a distinction between archeological
sites visited, collected and recorded by professional archeologists, and
reports of archeological sites from members of the interested public.
The current manner of record keeping does not make this distinction and
it is perfectly obvious that a sizable·percentage of the "sites" in the
inventory are merely reports from the public of the location of artifacts.
These clearly have different research value and should be segregated
from those sites which have been professionally recorded.
A series of plates (Figures 4-14) illustrating the lithic material
culture of the Piedmont is presented in Appendix B. This was included
as an aid to identification and, for the first time, it is possible to
illustrate certain kinds of artifacts that are present in the Piedmont.
Because of their rarity, however, they have not been encountered during






Proj ect Code Frequency (PCT) (PCT)
Jack Mill Creek 201 3 0.4 0.4
Richard B. Russell 302 246 36.7 37.2
Laurens-Anderson 303 160 23.9 61.0
1-77 304 70 10.4 71.5
Union To Pacolet 305 98 14.6 86.1
Crane Creek 306 12 1.8 87.9
Cane Creek lO-D 307 16 2.4 90.3
Cane Creek 18-A 308 3 0.4 90.7
Pacolet River Reservoir 309 13 1.9 92.7
Hodges-Ware Shoals 310 7 1.0 93.7
Duke Power 311 5 0.7 94.5
Chesnee By-Pass 312 5 0.7 95.2
Broadway Lake 313 2 0.3 95.5
Gaffney By-Pass 314 16 2.4 97.9
Clinton By-Pass 315 11 1.6 99.6
Reedy River 316 3 0.4 100.0
TOTAL 670 100.0
Valid Cases 670 Missing Cases 0
TABLE 3
Elevation Above Sea Level
Relative Cum
Absolute Frequency Frequency
Elevation Code Frequency (PCT) (PCT)
190-299 1 10 1.5 1.5
300-399 2 25 3.7 5.2
400-499 3 127 19.0 24.2
500-599 4 193 28.8 53.1
600-699 5 135 20.1 73.2
700-799 6 141 21.0 94.3
800-899 7 31 4.6 99.0
900-999 8 4 0.6 99.6
100-1800 9 3 0.4 100.0
No Information 0 1 0:1 100.0
Total 670 100.0
Valid Cases 669 Missing Cases 1
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TABLE 4
Elevation Above Nearest Water Source
Relative Cum
Absolute Frequency Frequency
Elevation Code Frequency (PCT) (PCT)
5-10 1 54 8.1 8.1
11-25 2 76 11.3 19.5
26-40 3 133 19.9 39.4
41.55 4 89 13.3 52.7
56-70 5 128 19.1 71.9
71-85 6 73 10.9 82.8
86-100 7 69 10.3 93.1
101-125 8 29 4.3 97.5
126-145 9 14 2.1 99.6
146-180 10 3 0.4 100.0
No Information 0 2 0.3 100.0
Total 670 100.0
Valid Cases 668 Missing Cases 2
TABLE 5
Landform Type Of Topographic Form Of Site
Relative Cum
Absolute Frequency Frequency
Landform Code Frequency (PCT) (PCT)
Active Floodplain 1 9 1.3 1.3
Bottomland Knoll 2 14 2.1 3.4
Bluff 3 3 0.4 3.9
Ridgenose 5 88 13.1 17.1
Ridgslope 6 101 15.1 32.2
Ridgetop 7 317 47.3 79.8
Saddle 8 11 1.6 81.4
Terrace 9 63 9.4 90.9
Upland Ridge Knoll 10 52 7.8 98.7
River 12 6 0.9 99.6
Sides lope 13 3 0.4 100.0
No Information 0 3 0.4 100.0
Total 670 100.0
Valid Cases 667 }lissing Cases 3
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TABLE 6
Site Size In Square Meters-All Fractions
Relative Cum
Absolute Frequency Frequency
Size Code Frequency (PCT) (PCT)
1 1 19 2.8 3.8
2-500 2 106 15.8 24.8
501-1000 3 61 9.1 36.9
1001-2500 4 113 16.9 59.3
2501-5000 5 70 10.4 73.2
5001-10000 6 67 10.0 86.5
10001-20000 7 39 5.8 94.2
20001-50000 8 20 3.0 98.2
50001-100000 9 6 0.9 99.4
100001-336000 10 3 0.4 100.0
No Information 0 166 24.8 100.0
Total 670 100.0
Valid Cases 504 Missing Cases 166
TABLE 7
Collection Procedure Employed On Site
Relative Cum
Absolute Frequency Frequency
Collection Procedure Code Frequency (PCT) (PCT)
Areal Content 1 21 3.1 3.1
Grab Sample 2 134 20.0 23.2
No Collection 3 30 4.5 27.7
Radial Content 4 26 3.9 31.6
Simple Content 5 437 65.2 97.0
Not Applicable 6 4 0.6 97.6
Test Excavation 7 16 2.4 100.0
No Information 0 2 0.3 100.0
Total 670 100.0
Valid Cases 668 Missing Cases 2
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TABLE 8
Type Of Subsurface Testing Done
Type Testing





Valid Cases 665 Missing Cases 5
Relative Cum
Absolute Frequency Frequency
Code Frequency (per) (per)
1 1 0.1 0.2
2 133 19.9 20.2
3 21 3.1 23.3
4 510 76.1 100.0






Depth Code Frequency (PCT) (PCT)
1-10 1 50 7.5 39.7
11-15 2 34 5.1 66.7
16-20 3 26 3.9 87.3
21-29 4 3 0.4 89.7
30 5 6 0.9 94.4
31-50 6 3 0.4 96.8
60 7 2 0.3 98.4
125 8 1 0.1 99.2
200 9 1 0.1 100.0
No Information -1 343 51.2 100.0







Hodem Land Use Code Frequency (PCT) (PCT)
Industrial Site 1 1 0.1 0.2
Agricultural Field 2 198 29.6 30.2
House Site 3 9 1.3 31.6
Logging, Pulp, Pine 4 154 23.0 54.9
None Apparent 5 155 23.1 78.5
Pasture 6 77 11.5 90.1
Power or Pipe Line 7 14 2.1 92.3
Varied 8 47 7.0 99.4
Non Applicable 9 4 0.6 100.0
No Information 0 11 1.6 100.0
Total 670 100.0
Valid Cases 659 Missing Cases 11
TABLE 11
Present Condition Of Site
Relative Cum
Absolute Frequency Frequency
Present Condition of Site Code Frequency (PCT) (PCT)
Heavy Damage 1 213 31.8 32.8
Relatively Intact 2 114 17.0 50.4
Hoderate Damage 3 321 47.9 99.8
Non Applicable 4 1 0.1 100.0
No Information 0 21 3.1 100.0--
Total 670 100.0
Valid Cases 649 Hissing cases 21
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TABLE 12
Present Vegetation On Site
Relative Cum
Absolute Frequency Frequency
Present Vegetation Code Frequency (PCT) (PCT)
Agricultural Crop 1 91 13.6 18.5
Bottomland Hardwoods 2 26 3.9 23.7
Old Field-Clearcut 3 62 9.3 36.3
Dense Conmensal 4 18 2.7 40.0
Old Pasture or Field 5 24 3.6 44.8
Pines &Hardwoods 6 152 22.7 75.7
Pine Plantation 7 48 7.2 85.4
Pasture 8 39 5.8 93.3
Non Applicable 9 33 4.9 100.0
No Information 0 177 26.4 100.0
Total 670 100.0





Type Of Site Code Frequency (PCT) (PCT)
Fish Weir 2 3 0.4 0.4
Historic Ferry 3 1 0.1 0.6
Homesite W Structure 5 22 3.3 3.9
Hill Or Race 7 3 0.4 4.3
Other 10 3 0.4 4.8
Probable Homesite 11 10 1.5 6.3
Plantation 12 4 0.6 6.9
Possible Village 13 2 0.3 7.2
Possible Quarry 14 2 0.3 7.5
Scatter With Depth 15 80 11.9 19.5
Standing Structure 16 2 0.3 19.8
Surface Scatter 17 535 79.9 100.0
No Information 0 3 0.4 100.0
Total 670 100.0




Additional Type Of Site
Relative Cum
Absolute Frequency Frequency
Additional Type of Site Code Frequency (PCT) (PCT)
Fort 1 1 0.1 1.2
Hotel 4 1 0.1 2.4
Homesite W Structure 5 7 1.0 10.6
Mill Or Race 7 2 0.3 12.9
Nonstanding Structure 9 1 0.1 14.1
Other 10 1 0.1 15.3
Probable Homesite 11 11 1.6 28.2
Possible Village 13 7 1.0 36.5
Possible Quarry 14 3 0.4 40.0
Scatter With Depth 15 25 3.7 69.4
Surface Scatter 17 26 3.9 100.0
No Information 0 585 87.3 100.0
Total 670 100.0





Figure 4: A-G: Late-Early Archaic bifurcate stemmed points; H-L: resharpened
Piedmont quartz Palmer points; M:Coastal Plain chert Palmer point;
N: Coastal Plain chert Edgefield scraper; 0: Flow-banded rhyolite
Palmer point; P: Welded vitric tuff Palmer point; Q-R: Side-notched




Figure 5: A: quartz crystal biface; B: quartz crystal bipolar core; C: hafted
endscraper; D: unifacially retouched flake blade; E: quartz unifacial1y
retouched flake blade; F: Unidentified black glassy silicate unifacially
retouched flake; G: thick crude uuiface (quartz); H: bifacial core






Figure 6: A-D: quartz and rhyolite Stanly points; E-F: Kirk-stemmed points;
G: Late-Early Archaic corner notched and basal notched point; H-I:
Kirk-stemmed point with heavy serrations; J: Kirk corner notched
point; K: Kirk stemmed point (flow-banded rhyolite).
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Figure 7: A-C: Middle Archaic quartz bifaces; D-G: Morrow Mountain points
(meta-volcanic rocks); H-J: quartz Morrow Mountain points; K-P:



















Figure 11: Biface blanks of plain and flow-banded rhyolite.
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Figure 13: A-K: Typical late prehistoric arrowpoint forms (D and E are penta-
gonal forms made of Ridge and Valley-like flint.); L-Q: Early
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Figure 14: A: Chipped axe (volcanic rock); B: full grooved polished




The purpose of this section isto·formally document and briefly
describe the computerized Piedmont site file system as it was initially
created and implemented for this project. Given the often apparent
complexity of computerized information storage and retrieval systems,
unnecessary mechanical<des().l::iptions, detail, and most importantly,
current computer jargon will be avoided. In the interest of brevity,
yet without compromising the effectiveness of this documentary description,
a simple introduction and basic description of the file system will be
given. As a result, the principal discussion will focus on the internal
structure of the information format such as what kinds of data were
recorded and how these data were ordered and organized.
The South Carolina Piedmont Archeological Sites Information Storage
and Retrieval System was designed and created in the summer of 1979 at
the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South Carolina,
Columbia. The system was initially designed to specifically meet only
the immediate needs pf this research project. However, it was determined
early that the information system would also serVe the needs of future
management planning and meet with wider research applications and utility.
Given this, the site file system was then designed to be as flexible as
possible while also minimizing the technicalities of a computerized
system. The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, hereafter
referred to as "SPSS," was chosen for this project because it offers a
format for organizing recorded data files that suited our purposes quite
well. The SPSS file is designed for the efficient storage and retreival
of information that is to be "run" through their canned package of
statistical programs. Additionally this same format is also ideally
suited for other statistical program packages such as SAS, and BlaMED,
as well as a number of computerized mapping packages (e.g. SYHAP and
Calform). Another factor contributing to the selection of the SPSS file
is the amount and availability of documentation and, more importantly,
the "understandability" of the system. SPSSoffers the most complete
documentation of any packaged system file currently available at the
University of South Carolina and was written for people not trained in
computer programming.
The SPSS system file is an extremely versatile and flexible file
system offering several variations of the large system. After some
consideration we selected one variation of the SPSS .system that is both
practical and effic·ient. Other variations for SPSS are available and
some are more sophisticated, "fancy" and complex (that is, relatively
speaking), each offering minor changes designed to meet a wider range of
applicability. Selection of a particular type of SPSS file would not
prohibit the change to another variation (should that change be necessary
or required) but would, in fact, be a very simple process involving only
the addition or deletion of a few control cards. Again, the flexibility
of the SPSS system cannot be overemphasized.
The South Carolina Piedmont Archeological Sites Information Storage
and Retrieval System can best be described under four major headings
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Each will be discussed below separately and, where necessary, in relation
to each other. For a complete and in depth description of these aspects
we will refer the reader to SPSS (1975).
System ControZ
System control has to do with the local computer system in which
one is processing the information file (in our case the University of
South Carolina Computer Services Division). System control defines the
status and eligibility of the user, identification numbers and key
passwording, the file and the medium through which data is to be processed
(Le. cards, tape, disk). Because of the constant updating, restructuring
and general policy change of system control, the file system can be
accessed quite easily and will be permanently stored and available
through the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology (see Beker, this
report). When a need of accessing and using the system file arises, one
should contact the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology and ask
which control procedures are currently in effect.
Data Definition
Data definition refers simply to the identification and structuring
of the internal file system. Data definition identifies the medium of
access, the particular file names, the number of cases, as well as the
variables and values given for the data. The current number of cases
are 665. Each case corresponds to a specific site or provenience within
a site. There is no programmed limitation to the number of cases that
can be accommodated by the SPSS system file. The maximum number of
cases is limited by the local computer system (that is, by the availability
and amount of direct access storage, temporarily for processing). We
have yet to come anywhere close to this maximum and, in fact, probably
will never exceed it.
The first part of data definition deals with the data list. Data
list defines the coded variables and the organization of the fixed
fields format. Fixed field format refers to the assignment of a particular
variable (the type or class of information, e.g. hafted bifaces as
opposed to thinning flakes, etc.) to one particular column field on a
card. Variable names on the data must be coded and unique since the
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system will reference these names and they will be processed accordingly.
Currently, there are 119 unique, coded variables on the data list, each
of which has been assigned a particular column field on the same card
for each case. The size of the variable list required the use of a
multi-card file for each case. Card #1 has been temporarily named the
Management card; Card #2 is identified as the Assemblage card; Card #3
is named the Cultural Affiliation card; Card #4 is identified as the
Hafted Biface card; and Card #5 is named the Ceramics card. These five
cards are ordered as above for each case. The 5-card system we have
used is temporary and can be expanded to include many more variables or
larger column fields for each existing variable. The complete variable
list will be identified under the data section.
Other aspects of the data list include the variable names and value
labels. Variable names are expansions of the coded variable names as
defined for the data list. These allow the user to be more specific in
one's nomenclature. For example the coded HAFTDBIF, as one can easily
see, refers to the variable Hafted Bifaces. The variable's names are a
critical part of the file and are required. Value labels, on the other
hand, are optional to the system. Value labels are used to order and
classify within one variable name. Two examples illustrate the function
of value labels. First, there exists a variable named Project which
identifies the archeological project from which a case ( a site) has
been recorded. Each project of the variable "Project" was assigned a
unique number. Value labels were then assigned to these numbers such
that now the number 302 under the variable "project" refers to the value
label "Richard B. Russell Intensive Survey." A second function of value
labels allows one to restructure the original data into more meaningful
analytical categories. The variable "thinning flakes" consisted of
values from cases that had an extremely high range. It was decided to
temporarily classify these absolute values into more meaningful intervals
such as 1-250, 251-1000, 1000-1500 and so on. Many other options exist
for the data definition package and they can be easily converted and
applied to the existing file. We will again refer the reader to the
SPSS (1975) manual for more specifics and detail.
Task Definition
Task definition refers simply to the particular task or program
that one wishes to execute on the file. There are numerous tasks and
many more options and alternatives to each. One can perform correlations,
factor analysis, and all sorts of measures of central tendency simply by
inserting a snaIl number of cards into the system deck. The SPSS (1975)
















Coded as 38 for South Carolina
Coded numerically corresponding to
the alphabetic ordering of the

















An arbitrary project number for the
file
201 Jack's Mill Creek
302 Richard B. Russell
303 Laurens-Anderson
304 Interstate 77
305 Union to Pacolet
306 Cane Creek
307 Cane Creek 10-D
308 Cane Creek 18-A
309 Pacolet River Reservoir
310 Hodges to Ware Shoals



































Elevation; coded as information then
recorded actual values
Relative Elevation; coded as no
information then recorded actual value















Site size; coded as no information
then actual size in square meters










Subsurface testing; coded as no
information




Depth of deposit coded as no information,


































































3 Old field cleancut
4 Dense Conmensal
5 Old Pasture or field
































Other Flakes (actual frequencies)
Other Lithics (frequencies)
Other Bifaces and Fragment (actual frequencies)
Groundstone Artifacts (frequencies)
Chunks (frequencies)
Ridge and Valley Chert
Flake tool edges (number of edge)
Non-diagnostic ceramics (frequencies)
Diagnostic ceramics (frequencies)
Flake Cores (actual frequencies)
Unifaces (actual frequencies)
Hammerstones (frequencies)
Biface Blanks and Pre~Qrms (actual frequen~ie~)
Thinning Flakes (actual frequencies)
Flake tools (actual frequencies)
Hafted Bifaces (actual frequencies)
CARD #2 (Assemblage)



















































*Note: All cultural affiliations are presence/absence
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*Note: All ceramics recorded as frequencies
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Data
The data within the file system has been coded following the format
specified in the data list. Each case consists of a five card sequence
and the cases are just "thrown" into the entire data package. There is
no particular order between cases. The order for the five cards within
a case must be maintained. One interesting aspect of the data package
involves the "select if" card. In actuality, "select if" cards are a
part of data definition but they are most easily discussed under the
data section. "Select if" allows the user to select any variable or
value of a variable that is desired. For example, under the variables
project and county, the user may wish to select only those cases which
are from the Richard B. Russell Project and compare these to those from
the Laurens to Anderson survey. Similarly, of one wishes to select a
specific county and execute some of the package programs on the county,
they may do so simply by defining the "select if" accordingly. The Data
will be briefly described below in a format that follows the data list.
The size of the data (defined through 119 variables) doesn't allow for
any lengthy detailed discussion. We will identify the variable (in
order as determined by the data list), define the column field and card
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Q) S en Cll Q)
-101 l-l p.. ~ Q) Cultural'''; 0 Cll Cll..c
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ABI x x Unknown D.H. ,Sullivan
AB2 x See 38ABOO UP Karen Lindsay
(Mound)
AB3 x x Univ. of Ga. UP Karen Lindsay
Notes ABI
AB4 x x Univ. of Ga. UP Karen Lindsay
Notes AB2
AB5 x x x Univ. of Ga. UP Karen Lindsay
AB3
AB6 x Chast Notes UP Karen Lindsay
ABI
AB7 x Chast Notes UP Karen Lindsay
AB4
AB8 x x Fish weir (?) I or H Richard B. Russell
AB9 x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABIO x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABII x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB12 x x x CP Richard B. Rlssell
ABl3 x x x CP, H Richard B. Russell
ABl4 x x x CP Richard B. Russell
ABl5 x x Fish weir UP/H Richard B. Russell
ABl6 x x Fish weir UP/H Richard B. Russell
ABl7 x x x MW Richard B. Russell
AB18 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB19 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
AB20 x x x x CP Richard B. Russell
AB21 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB22 x x CP Richard B. Russell
AB23 x x x CP, H Richard B. Russell
AB24 x x x x CP Richard B. Russell
AB25 x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB26 x x CP Richard B. Russell
AB27 x x x UP Richard B. R1.1SSell
AB28 x x x MA, CP Richard B. Russell
AB29 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
AB30 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB31 x x x MA Richard B. Russell
AB32 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB33 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB34 x x x CP Richard B. Russell
AB35 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB36 x x x MW Richard B. Russell
AB37 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB38 x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB39 x x Wauchope Col UP Karen Lindsay
AB40 x x Stone Circles UP R. L. Stephenson
AB41 x x UP R. L. Stephenson







~ p. .jJ Q) Cultural.,-l 0 <il <il,c
tI.lrx.. ;a: ucn Other Data Affiliation Recorded _.By
AB43-44 --------------Not Present--------------------------"..--------
AB45 x x UP M. G. Rhett
AB46 x X MA George Lewis
AB47 x x UP George Lewis
AB48 x H N.R. .• P•
AB49 x H N.R. .P.
AB50 x H N.R••P.
AB5l x x MA, LA Augusta Archeo. Society
AB52 x x UP Augusta Archeo. Society
AB53 x x x MA Richard B. Russell
AB54 x x x UP, H Calhoun Falls-Hart
AB55 x x x UP, H Calhoun Falls-Hart
AB56 x x x H Calhoun Falls-Hart
AB57 x x x UP, H Calhoun Falls-Hart
AB58 x x x UP Calhoun Falls-Hart
AB59 x x x UP, H Calhoun Falls-Hart
AB60 x x x UP Calhoun Falls-Hart
AB6l x x x H Calhoun Falls-Hart
AB62 x x x UP, H Calhoun Falls-Hart
AB63 x x x CP Calhoun Falls-Hart
AB64 x x x UP Calhoun Falls-Hart
AB65 x x x CP Richard B. Russell
AB66 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB67 x x x UP, H Richard B. RuSsell
AB68 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB69 x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB70 x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB71 x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB72 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB73 x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB74 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB75 x x x UP, H Richard B.r Russell
AB76 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB77 x x x CP Richard B. Russell
AB78 x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB79 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB80 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB8l x x x CP, H Richard B. Russell
AB82 x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB83 x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB84 x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB85 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB86 x x x CP Richard B. Russell
AB87 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB88 x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB89 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell




C1l 13 en til C1l
+:J l-l 0- ~ C1l Cultural'.-1 0 til tIl,.c
Cf.l!%< ;:E1 UCf.l Other Data Affiliation Recorded _.By
AB91 x x x ~ CP Richard B. Russell
AB92 x x x -x UP Richard B. Russell
AB93 x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB94 x x UP Augusta Archeo. Society
AB95 x x EA, MA Augusta Archeo. Society
AB96 x x EA Augusta Archeo. Society
AB97 x x EA, MA, LA Augusta Archeo. Society
ABIOO x x x x LA, CP, H Richard B. Russell
ABIOI x x x -x MA, LA Richard B. Russell
ABI02-104 --------------~Not Present In Files-------~------------------
ABI05 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABI06 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABI07 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABI08 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABI09 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABIIO x x x x MA, H Richard B. Russell
ABIll x x x x MA' H Richard B. Russell
ABll2 x x x x MA, EA, CP, H Richard B. Russell
ABll3 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
AB1l4 x x x x MA' LA, H Richard B. Russell
ABll5 x x x -x CP, H Richard B. Russell
AB1l6 x x x :x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl17 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB1l8 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB1l9 x x x x LA Richard B. Russell
ABl20 x x x x MA, H Richard B. Russell
ABl2l x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABl22 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABl23 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl24 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl25 x x x x CP Richard B. Russell
ABl26 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl27 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABl28 x x x x CP Richard B. Russell
ABl29 x x x x CP Richard B. Russell
ABl30 x x x x MA, LA, H Richard B. Russell
ABl31 x x x x MA, H Richard B. Russell
ABl32 x x x x MW, MA Richard B. Russell
ABl33 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABl34 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl35 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl36 x x x x CP Rihhard B. Russell
ABl37 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl38 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl39 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABl40 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABl41 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell




(l) S CJl eu (l)
.j:J H 0. +..J (l) Culturalor-! a eu eu.ctl)rx, ::E: Uti) Other Data Affiliation Recorded ..By
ABl43 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl44 x x x -x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl45 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl46 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
ABl47 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl48 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl49 x x x x MA, LA, CP Richard B. Russell
ABl50 x x x x EA, MA Richard B. Russell
ABl5l x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl52 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
ABl53 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl54 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl55 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl56 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl57 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl58 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
ABl59 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl60 x x x eX UP Richard B. Russell
AB16l x x x x UP Richard B;,; Russell
ABl62 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl63 x x x x MA, CP Richard B. Russell
ABl64 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl65 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl66 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABl67 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl68 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABl69 x x x x MA, CP Richard B. Russell
AB170 x x x x CP, H Richard B. Russell
ABI71 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABI72 x x x x MA, LA Richard B. Russell
AB173· x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
ABl74 x x x x MA, H Richard B. Russell
ABl75 x x x x CP Richard B. Russell
ABl76 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABl77 x x x -x UP Richard B. Russell
AB178 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
AB179 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl80 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl81 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl82 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
ABl83 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
ABl84 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABl85 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
ABl86 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl87 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl88 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl89 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell




Q) S CIl CIl Q)
oW l-I Po ~ Q) Cultural'r-i 0
~ CIl..cCf.ll't.l UCf.l Other Data Affiliation Recorded ..By
ABl91 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABln x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABl93 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
ABl94 x x x x UP Richard B. Rlussell
ABl95 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl96 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl97 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
ABl98 x x x x CP Richard B. Russell
ABl99 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB200 x x x x EA Richard B. Russell
AB201 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB202 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB203 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB204 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB205 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB206 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB207 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
AE208 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB209 x x x x UP .Richard B. Russell
AE2lO x x x x MA, H Richard B. Russell
AB2ll x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB212 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB213 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
AE214 x x x x MA, CP, H Richard B. Russell
AB2l5 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB2l6 x x x x CP, H Richard B. Russell
AB2l7 x x x x }fA, H Richard B. Russell
AB2l8 x x x x CP Richard B. Russell
AB2l9 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB220 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AE22l x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB222 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
AB223 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB224 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB225 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB226 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB227 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB228 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB229 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB230 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB23l x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AE232 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB233 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB234 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
AB235 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB236 x x x x EA Richard B. Russell




CIl S Ul til CIl
~ H 0.. +J CIl Cultural'M 0 til til..c::
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AB238 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB239 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
AB240 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB241 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB242 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB243 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB244 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB245 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB246 x x x x MA, CP Richard B. Russell
AB247 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB248 -x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
AB249 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
AB250 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB251 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB252 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB253 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB254 x x x x UP~ H Richard B. Russell
AB255 x x x x MA, CP Richard B. Russell
AB256 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
AB257 -x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB258 x x x x UP H Richard B. Russell,
AB259 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB260 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB261 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB262 x x x -x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB263 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB264 x -x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB265 x x x x CP Richard B. Russell
AB266 x x x x CP Richard B. Russell
AB267 -x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
AB268 x x x x MA Richard B. Russell
AB269 x x x x EA Richard B. Russell
AB270 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB271 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB272 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB273 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB274 x x x x MA, H Richard B. Russell
AB275 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB276 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB277 x x x x CP, H Richard B. Russell
AB278 x x x x CP Richard B. Russell
AB279 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB280 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB281 x x x x CP Richard B. Russell
AB282 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB283 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell
AB284 x x x x UP Richard B. Russell




Q) S til til Q)
01:.1 l-l p., +.I Q) Cultural'.-1 0 ttl tIl,.c:
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AB286 x x x x H Richard B. Russell
AB287 x x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
AB288 x x x x EA, MA, LA, CP Richard B. Russell





Q) E CIJ t\l Q)
~ ~ 0. .jJ Q) Cultural'14 0 t\l t\l..c
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38ANl x x CP Richard B. Russell
38AN2 x CP Richard B. Russell
38AN3 UP Richard B. Russell
38AN4 x CP Richard B. Russell
38AN5 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
38AN6 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
38AN7 ~ x x UP Richard B. Russell
38AN8
~
x x CP Richard B. Russell
38AN9 Hartwell
I
x x CP Reservoir Survey I
38ANlO x x x CP Hartwell Reservoir Survey
38ANll x x x CP Hartwell Reservoir Survey
38ANl2 x x x UP Hartwell Reservoir Survey
38ANl3 x x x UP, H Hartwell Reservoir Survey
38ANl4 x x UP Hartwell Reservoir Survey
38ANl5 x x CP Hartwell Reservoir Survey
38ANl6 x x Unknown Hartwell Reservoir Survey
38ANl7 x x x UP Hartwell Reservoir Survey
38ANl8 x x x UP Hartwell Reservoir Survey
38ANl9 x x x CP Hartwell Reservoir Survey
38AN20 x x x CP Hartwell Reservoir Survey
38AN2l x x x UP Hartwell Reservoir Survey
38AN22 x x x CP Hartwell Reservoir Survey
38AN23 x x x UP Hartwell Reservoir Survey
38AN24 x x x UP Hartwell Reservoir Survey
38AN25 x x H N.R.H.P.
38AN26 x x UP Richard B. Russell
38AN27 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
38AN28 x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
38AN29 x x x CP Richard B. Russell
38AN30 x x H N.R.H.P.
38AN3l x H M. G. Rhett
38AN32 x H N.R.H.P.
38AN33 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
38AN34 x x x UP Richard B. Russell
38AN35 x x CP Richard B. Russell
38AN36 x x x H Richard B. Russell
38AN40 x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN4l x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN42 x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN43 x x x EW Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN44 x x x Ll EA, MA, LA EW Laurens-Anderson Survey
L2 UP
38AN45 x x x MA Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN46 x x x EA, H Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN47 x x x Ll UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
L2 UP
L3 MA, LA, CP




Q) S CJJ ell Q)
~ H 0.- +J Q) Culturalor-! 0 ell Cll,C
Cf.lrx.. ;:E: UCf.l Other Data Affiliation Recorded ..By
38AN49 x x x Ll MA Laurens-Anderson Survey
L2 UP
38ANSO x x x UP Laurens~Anderson Survey
38ANSI x x x Ll EA, H Laurens-Anderson Survey
L2 MA, LA
38ANS2 x x x UP Laurens~Anderson Survey
38ANS3 x x x MA Laurens-Anderson Survey
38ANS4 x x x MA Laurens-Anderson Survey
38ANSS x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38ANS6 x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38ANS7 x x x EA, MA Laurens-Anderson Survey
38ANS8 x x x MA, EW Laurens-Anderson Survey
38ANS9 x x x Elv' Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN60 x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN6l x x x MA Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN62 x x x MA Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN63 x x x EA Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN64 X X X MA, LA Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN6S x x x EA, LA, MA Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN66 . x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN67 x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN68 x x x MA, LA Laurens-Anderson SU17Vey
38AN69 x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN70 x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN71 x Not in R.eport Unknown Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN72 x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN73 x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN74 x x x M, MA, CP, LA, M Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN7S x x x MA, CP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN76 x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN77 x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN78 x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN79 x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN80 x x x UP, H Laurens~Anderson Survey
38AN8l x x x MA Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN82 x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN83 x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN84 x x x EA, MA Laurens~Anderson Survey
38AN8S x x x CP Laurens~Anderson Survey
38AN86 x x x EA, MA, LA, CP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN87 x x x MA Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN88 x x x MA Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN89 x x x UP Laurens-Anderson Survey
38AN90 x x x UP Broadway Lake
38AN9l x x x 2 Surface findsUP Broadway Lake
38AN92 x x x UP Broadway Lake
38AN95 x x UP Anderson Mall Connector
38AN96 x x UP Anderson Mall Connector
00
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til '"'" ./.IC1l e til ctI C1loW ~ ./.I C1l Cultural .~ 0 ;i1! ctI,.c:CI)~ Uti) Other Data Affiliation Recorded By
38AN97 x x UP SCHD
38AN98 x x UP SCHD
38AN125 x x x UP, H Richard B. Russell
38AN126 x x x CP Richard B. Russell
38AN128 x x UP Richard B. Russell
38AN129 x x UP Richard B. Russell
38AN130 x x UP Richard B. Russell
38AN13l x x x CP Richard B. Russell
38AN132 x x x H Richard B. Russell
38AN133 x x UP Richard B. Russell
38AN134 x x H Richard B. Russell
38AN135 x x x H Richard B. Russell
38AN136 x x UP Richard B. Russell
38AN137 x x UP Richard B. Russell
38AN138 x x MA Richard B. Russell
38AN139 x x x CP Richard B. Russell





Ql e (/) ~ Ql.j:J p" +J Ql Cultural .or-! 0
~
~..c::
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CKl x x x Steatite Quarry
CK2 x x x H Iron Works
CK3 x x x x H Houser House
CK4 x H
CK5 x x x MA, H RMS 58
CK6 x x x EA, MA, CA, H RMS 58
CK7 x x x MP H RMS 58,
CK8 x x x W/M RMS 58
CK9 x x x UP RMS 58
CKIO x x x UP RMS 58
CKll x x x UP RMS 58
. CKl2 x x x UP, H RMS 58
CK13 x x x UP RMS 58
CK14 x x x MA, LA, H RMS 58
CKl5 x x .x UP, H RMS 58
CK16 x x H RMS 58
CK17 x x H RMS 58
CKl8 x x x UP, H RMS 58
CK19 x x H RMS 58
CK20 x Unknown PR




CK25 x x x UP Chesnee By Pass
CK26 x x x UP Chesnee By Pass
CK27 x x x EA Chesnee By Pass
CK28 x x MA, W/M Chesnee By Pass
CK29 x x x H Gaffney By Pass
CK30 x x x MA Gaffney By Pass
CK3l x x x MA, LA Gaffney By Pass
CK32 x x x MA, LA Gaffney By Pass
CK33 x x x LA Gaffney By Pass
CK34 x x x H Gaffney By Pass
CK35 x x x MA Gaffney By Pass
CK36 x x x MA Gaffney By Pass
CK37 x x x EA, MA, W Gaffney By Pass
CK38 x x x UP Gaffney By Pass
CK39 x x x UP Gaffney By Pass
CK40 x x x UP Gaffney By Pass
CK4l x x x MA, LA Gaffney By Pass
CK42 x x x MA, LA, W Gaffney By Pass
CK44 x x Soapstone quarry Terry Ferguson
CK45 x x Soapstone quarry Terry Ferguson
CK48 x x MA, H SCHD
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CSI Not Present
CS2 x x x LA, M/W McCollum Site
CS3 x H(?)
CS4 x x x LA
CS5 x x x UP, H Landsford Canal
CS6 x x EA to LA JK
CS7 x x UP JK
CS8 x x UP JK
CS9 x x LA, M/W JK
CSlO x x UP JK
CSII x x UP JK
CS12 x x UP JK
CS13 x x UP JK
CS14 x x EA JK
CS15 x x W/M JK
CS16 :It x EA, MA, LA JK
CS17 x x MA JK
CS18 x x LA JK
CS19 x x UP JK
CS20 x x UP JK
CS2l x x UP JK
CS22 x x LA, M/W JK
CS23 x x UP JK
CS24 x x UP JK
CS25 x x MA JK
CS26 x x MA, LA JK
CS27 x x UP JK
CS28 x x UP JK
CS29 x x EA JK
CS30 x x WM JK
CS31 x x LA JK
CS32 x x UP JK
CS33 x x UP JK
CS34 x x UP JK
CS35 x x MA JK
CS36 x x MA JK
CS37 x x MA JK
CS38 x x MA JK
CS39 x x UP JK
CS40 x x UP JK
CS41 x x UP JK
CS42 x x UP JK
CS43 x x MA, LA JK
CS44 x x EA, MA JK
CS45 x x H T. M. Ryan
CS46 x x UP PR
CS47 x x UP PR
eo
0 enen ~~
Q) e en ~ Q)""' l:l. ~ Q) Cultural ."! l 0 .:m ~,a
tI)~ Uti) Other Data Affiliation Recorded By
CS48 x x UP
CS49 x x UP
CS50 x x LA
CS51 x x LA
CS52 x x H
CS53 x x H
CS54 x x H
CS55 x x Fish Weir UP
CS56 x x H
CS57 x x Cane Press H T. M. Ryan
CS58 x x UP, H JK
. CS59 x x Lewis Inn H M. G. Rhett
CS60 x x Chester City H M. G. Rhett
Hall
CS61 x x Catholic 1?resbH M. G. Rhett
Church
CS62 x Elliot House H M. G. Rhett
CS63 x x x Rocky Mount H Richard Carrillo
Lockkeeperts House
CS64 x x x UP 1-77
CS65 x x x UP 1-77
CS66 x x x UP 1-77
CS67 x x x UP 1-77
CS68 x x x UP 1-77
CS69 x x x UP 1-77
CS70 x x "Indian" H 1-77
Cemetery
CS71 x x x UP 1-77
csn x x x UP 1-77
CS73 x x x UP 1-77
CS74 x x x UP 1-77
CS75 x x x UP 1-77
CS76 x x x UP 1-77
CS77 x x x UP 1-77
CS78 x x Rock Ford H} 1-77
CS79 x x UP 1-77
CS80 x x x UP 1-77
CS81 x x x UP 1-77
CS82 x x x UP 1-77
CS83 x x x UP 1-77
CS84 x x x UP, H 1-77
CS85 x x x UP 1-77
CS86 x x x UP 1-77
CS87 x x UP 1-77
CS88 x x UP 1-77
CS89 x x 18th-19th H 1-77
Century House
b.O
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~
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CS90 x x :x UP 1-77
CS91 x :x x Up 1-77
CS92 x x x MW 1-77
CS93 x x x UP 1-77




<Il S! en C'C! <Il
-l=l '"' P. .j.J <Il Cultural .."" 0 ~ C'C!"dtnl":l Utn Other Data Affiliation Recorded By
38CT4 x x UP M. G. Rhett
CT44 x x x o.p.? UP HWY 151
CT45 x x x o.p.? UP HWY 151
CT46 x x -x o. p.? Ul?, H HWY 151
CT47 x x x o.p.? CP HWY 151
CT48 x x x o.p.? Ul? HWY 151
CT49 x x x o.p.? UP HWY 151
CT50 x x x o.p.? EA, MA, LA CP HWY 151
CT51 x x x o.p. ? MA HWY 151
CT52 x x x o.p. ? MIN HWY 151
CT53 x x -x o.p. ? UP HWY 151
CT54 x x x o.p.? EA, MA, LA, CP HWY 151
CT55 x x x o.p.? UP HWY 151
CT56 x x x o.p. ? UP, H HWY 151
CT57 x x x o.p. ? MA, LA, CP, H HWY 151
CT65 x x x o.'p. ? UP, H HWY 151
CT66 x x x UP HWY 151
CT67 x x x UP HWY 151
CT68 x x x UP HWY 151
CT69 x x UP HWY 151
CT70 x x x MA HWY 151
CT7l x x x Paleo lilWY 151
CT72 x x x UP, H HWY 151
CT73 x x x MA, CP, H HWY 151
CT74 x x H HWY 151
CT75 x x x o.p. ? MA, LA, CP H HWY 151
CT76 x x x o. p.? MA, H HWY 151
CT77 x x x UP HWY 151
CT78 x x x EA, MA, LA, H HWY151
CT79 x x x o.p. ? MA. LA, CP HWY 151
CT80 x x x o.p. ? LA, H HWY 151
CT81 x x x o.p.T UP HWY 151
CT82 x x x o.p. ? MA, CP, H HWY 151
CT83 x x -x o.p. ? EA HWY 151
CT84 x x x o.p.? UP HWY 151
CT85 x x x o.p. ? UP HWY 151
CT86 x x x o.p.? UP HWY 151
CT87 x x x o.p.? UP HWY 151
CT92 x x o.p. ? UP HWY 151
CT93 x x o.p. ? UP HWY 151
CT94 x x o.p.? UP HWY 151
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~
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FAI x Blair Site M K. S. Lindsay
FA2 x Blair Mound M K. S. Lindsay
FA3 x x Harrison's MW K. S. Lindsay
Mound
FA4 x x LA, CP JK.
FA5 x x LA JK
FA6 x x CP JK.
FA7 x x UP(LA?) JK
FA8 x x UP JK
FA9 x x UP JK
FAlO x x LA JK
FAll x x UP JK
FA12 x x UP JK
FAl3 x x UP JK
FA14 x x UP JK.
FA15 x x UP JK
FA16 x x UP JK
FAl7 x x LA, CP JK
FAl8 x x UP JK
FA19 x x UP JK
FA20 x x UP JK
FA2l x x UP JK
FA22 x x UP JK
FA23 x x LA JK
FA24 x x UP JK
FA25 x x LA JK
FA26 x x UP JK
FA27 x x UP JK
FA28 x x LA JK.
FA29 x x UP JK
FA30 x x UP JK
FA3l x x UP JK
FA32 x x UP JK
FA33 x x LA, CP JK
FA34 x x UP JK.
FA35 x x LA, MA E. T. Hemmings
FA36 x x UP Parr Shoals Survey
FA37 x x UP Parr Shoals Survey
FA38 x x MA Parr Shoals Survey
FA39 x x UP Parr Shoals Survey
FA40 x x x LA Parr Shoals Survey
FA4l x x x McMeekin Rock CA Parr Shoals Survey
Shelter
FA42 x x x UP Parr Shoals Survey
FA43 x x x LA Parr Shoals Survey
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FA45 x x UP Parr Shoals Survey
FA46 x x x LA Parr Shoals Survey
FA47 x x x UP Parr Shoals Survey
FA48 x x x Blair Mound M Parr Shoals Survey
FA49 x x x UP Parr Shoals Survey
FA50 x -x x UP Parr Shoals Survey
FA51 x x UP Parr Shoals Survey
FA52 x x x UP Parr Shoals Survey
FA53 x x x EA Parr Shoals Survey
FA54 x x Blink Bonnie H N.R.H.P.
Historic House
FA55 x Century House R N.R.H.P.
FA56 x x David Plant H N.R.H.P.
FA57 x x Old Brick .H N.R.H.P.
Church
FA58 x x Little River H N.R.H.P.
Baptist Church
FA59 x Ketchin Bldg H N.R.H.P.
FA60 x Rural Point H N.R.H.P.
House
FA6l x x St. Stephen's H N.R.H.P.
Church
FA62 x x Valancis HouseR N.R.H.P.
FA63 x x Mound CP R. Stephenson
FA64 x x UP JK
FA.65 x x EA JK
FA66 x x A JK
FA67 x x EA, MA JK
FA68 x x MA JK
FA69 x x UP JK
FA70 x x UP JK
FA71 x x UJ;> JK
FA72 x x UP JK
'E'A73 x x CP JK
FA74 x x MA, H JK
FA75 x x EA JK
'E'A76 x x UP JK
'E'A77 x x UP, H JK
FA78 x x EA JK
FA79 x x UP JK
FASO x x UP, H JK
FA81 x x LA JK
FA82 x x LA, H JK
FA83 x x EA, H JK
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FA85 x x LA, CP JK
FA86 x x UP JK
FA87 x x MA JK
FA88 x x LA JK
FA89 x x UP JK
FA90 x x UP JK
FA91 x x UP JK
FA92 x x LA JK
FA93 x x M, LA, H JK
FA94 x x LA, H JK
FA95 x x LA, JK
FA96 x x A JK
FA97 x x LA JK
FA98 x x EA, CP JK
FA99 x x House H 1-77
FAIOO x x x UP 1-77
FAIOI x x x UP 1-77
FAI02 x x x UP 1-77
FAI03 x x x UP, H 1-77
FAI04 x x x UP 1-77
FAI05 x x· UP 1-77
FAI06 x x x UP, H 1-77
FAI07 x x x UP, H 1-77
FAI08 x x x H 1...:77




FAll1 x x UP 1-77
FAl12 x x H 1-77
FAll4 x x x UP 1-77
FAl15 x x x UP, H 1-77
FAll6 x x x UP 1-77
FAll7 x x x LA, H 1....77
FAl18 x x x x EA, MA, LA, W Windy Ridge
FAll9 x x x UP Windy Ridge
FA120 x x MW R. L. Stephenson
FA121 x x x EA, LA _ SCE&G Hydro Facility
FA122 x x x UP SCE&G Hydro FaCility
FA123 X X X UP Ridgeway Sewage Improvement
FA,124 x x EA, LA PR
FA125 x x EA, LA PR
FA126 x x x UP EIS PN 77-24-162
FAl27 x x H PR
FA128 x x UP SCHD
FA129 x x x H SCHD
FA130 x x H USFS
131-159 Absent
FA,160 x x x UP CAS
FA161 x x x MA CAS
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EDl x x UP
ED2 x x EA, MA, LA, W AAS .
ED3 x x MA AAS
ED4 x x rotA AAS
ED5 x x UP Charleston Museum
ED6 x x UP Claflin
ED7 x x UP Claflin
ED8 x x UP Claflin
ED9 x UP Claflin
EDlO x x UP Claflin
EDll x x x x H NRHP
ED12 x x H NRHP
ED13 x x H NRHP
ED14 x x H NRHP
ED15 x x H NRHP
ED16 x x CP lAA
EDl7 x x MA AAS
ED18 x x MA AAS
ED19 x x EA, MA AAS
ED20 x x UP LGF
ED2l x x UP LG
ED22 x x x H lAA
ED23 x x x H lAA
ED24 x x x UP lAA
ED25 x x x H lAA
ED26 x x x CP lAA
ED27 x x x 1I lAA
ED28 x x x W lAA
ED29 x x x H lAA
ED30 x x UP AAS
ED31 x x Moody Site LA, W PR
ED32 x x H SCHD
ED33 x x Grave H SCHD
ED34 x x H SCHD
ED35 x x UP, H SCHD
ED36 x x H SCHD
ED3} x x H USFS
ED38 x x LA USFS
ED39 x x H USFS
ED40 x x H USFS
ED41 x x UP USFS
ED42 x x H USFS
ED43 x x H USFS
Greenville County
""000 .-<u• ~ 0 ° •~ "- u • Cultural... 0 ° oS'~ .. '" U~ Other Data Affiliation Recorded By
GRl G x UP
GR2 x x x Mound
Gr3 x x Mound
GR4 x UP Cave
GR5 .x x UP Table Rock
Pectographs
GR6 x x x x H
GR7 x x x x H
GRB x x x H NRTH
GR9 x x x UN!( PR
Petroglyph
GRlO x x UP PR
GRll x x LA. W/M ?
GRl2 x UP PR
GRl3 x x x LA RMS69
GRl4 x x x W/M.H "
GRlS x x x MA "
GRl6 x x MA "
GRl7 x x x EA.W/H "
GRlB x x x UP RMS69
GRl9 x x x UP "GRZO x H NRHP
GRZl x H n
GRZ2 x H n
GR23 x x x H n
GR24 x x H n
GRZS x H n
GR26 x x x MA/W/M n
GR27 x x x UP RMS69
GR2B x x H RMS69
GR29 x x x UP
GR30 x x x x W/M? RMS120
GR31 x x x UP LA
GR32 x x x UP LA
GR33 x x x MA n
GR34 x x x MA "
GR3S x x x UP "
GR36 x x x MA "
GR37 x x x CP n
GR3B x x x MA.CP "
GR39 x x x x MA "
GR40 x x x UP(if) n
GR41 x x x UP n
GR42 x x x MA,EW n
(all 42-2) n
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GNl x x x Gaudey,s H
Post
38GN2 x x x Fort Holmes H
38GN3 x x x Stau Fort H
38GN4 x x x Town 0·£ 96 H
38GN5 ·x x x 96 £ortiti- H
cation
38GN6 x x house H NR
38GN7 x x EA...LA Augusta Arch'-
eological Society
38G~8 x x Paleo,MA,LA AAS
38GN9 x x M/w "
38GNlO x x Cokesbury H NR
38GNll x x x UP Karen Lindsay
38GNl2 x x UP
38GNl3 x x Colcoth UP "
Mound "
38GNl4 x x Logan's UP "
"Indaan "
TOWIl" "
38GNk5 x x stone piles UP R.L.Stevenson
38GNl6 x x x UP Karen Lind.say
38GNl7 x x x LA,M/W "
38GNl8 x x UP "
38GNl9 x x LA M/W SC Arch. Soc.
Survey
38GN2l x x LA Greenwood Co.
Arch. Sll'rvey
38GN22 LA,W/M "x x
38GN23 UP "x x
38GN24 UP "x x
38GN25 LA "x x
38GN26 UP,H "x x
38GN27 H "x x
38GN28 UP "x x





~8GN35 x x UP
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38GN42 x x x UP R.MS 111
38GN43 x x x EA
38GN44 x x H
38GN45 x x x EA
38GN52 x x H Greenwood Co.
Arch. Survey
38GN53 x x UP "
38GN54 x x H "
38GN57 x x H "
38GN58 x x H "
38GN59 x x UP "
38GN169 x x x H "
Lancaster Gounty
bll
0 coco r-l .I-J
OJ e co ~ OJ.l=I Q. .I-J OJ Cultural't'l 0 :i!! ~..c:tnr=.. Utn Other Data Affiliation Recorded By
38LAI X X Mound UP, H Karen Lindsey




LA3 X X " UP
LA4 X X " EA,MA,LA
LA5 X X " H MGRhett
LA6 X X X UP, H Teague
LA7 X X EA,MA,LA
LA8 X X X GP "
LA9 X X X " II
LAlO X X H NR
LAll X " "
LA12 X " "
LAl3 X X " "
LA14 X X UP Leslie Beuschel
LAl5 X X MA,GP PR
LAl6 X X EA,MA,GP "
LAl7 X X " " "
LAl8 X X " " LA "
LAl9-30 not present in files
LA3l X'T X H
LA32 X X X UP, H RMS 75
LA33 X X X Fall line MA "
area
LA34 X X X " UP "
LA35 X X X " UP, H "
LA36 X X X " UP "
LA37 X X X " UP "
Rock shelter
LA38 X X X " UP, H "
LA39 X X X " UP "
LA40 X X X GP J. House Hwy. Recon.
LA4l X X H "
LA42 X X X UP RMS 137
LA43 X X X UP "
LA44 X X X UP "
LA45 X X X UP RMS 136
L.M+6 X X X H "
LA47 X X X UP "
LA48 X X X UP "
LA49 X X X EA, H "
LA50 X X X H "
LA5l X X X UP "
LA52 X X X UP "
LA53 X X X H "
LA54 X X X MA, £A "
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KJl McDoweil's W/M N.R District
Mounds etc.
C. Plain
KE5 X X M/W MG Rhett
KE9 X X H
KEIO X X UP
KE24 X X EA,MA,LAt,w/M PR
KE25 X X Fall line MA,LA,W/M
area
KE42 X X X M/W Lee Novick
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38LXl X X X Fall line EA, CP NRHP
LX4 X X X UP, H NRHP
LX6 X X H PR
lU9 X X CP
LXlO X X Paleo, UP Karen Lindsey
hXJ.5 X UP
LX20 X X CP, H
LX22 X X CP, H Pll
LX23 X X X CP Karen Lindsey
LX24 X X UP, H R. L. Stephenson
KK25 X X X MA R. Polhemus
LX26 X X UP M. TrinlUey
LX27 X X H Karen Lindsey
LX28 X X May not be MA, LA M.G. Rhett
LX29 in Piedmont EA, MA PR
LX3l X X X H R.Polhemus
LX32 X X X MA Karen Lindsey
LX41 X X LA TM Ryan
LX42 X X X H
38LX49 X X UP PR
38LX52 X X UP J. Combes
LX53 X X UP
LX55 X X MA, CP MG Rhett
LX67 X X Fall line UP Archives Misc. Survey
areas
LX95 X X X CP A. Goodyear
LX98 X X X CUP MG Rhett
38LXlOO·: X X H BRooks, Novick, South,
Wolfet.;JIlQlP
38LX110 X X U1 PR
LXl47 X X X OP UP PR'
LXl48 X X X 11 UP CAS:
LXl49 X X X' " UP CAS
LXl50 X X X " UP CAS
LXl5l X X X " UP CAS
LXl52 X X X " UP CAS
LXl53 X X X " UP CAS
LX154 X X X " UP CAS
LXl55 X X X " UP CAS
LXl56 X X X " CP CAS
LXl57 X X X " UP CAS
LXl58 X X X " MA CAS
LXl59 X X X " UP CAS
LXl60 X X X " UP CAS
LXl6l X X X " M/W CAS
LX16~ X X X " UP CAS
LX163 X X X " UP CAS
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LUI x x UP
LU2 x x Sullivan House H NRHP
LU3 x x Sullivan Mound CP
LU4 x x Laurens County H NRHP
Courthouse
LU5 x x EA., LA, CP
LU6 x x x CP





LU12 x x Knoll H
LU13 x x McDaniels Mill H
LU14 x x Hags Mound UP PR
LU30 x x x UP LA
LU3l x x x UP LA
LU32 x x x UP LA
LU33 x x x H LA
LU34 x x x UP LA
LU35 x x x UP LA
LU36 x x x MA LA
LU37 x x x H, MA LA
LU38 x x x CP LA
LU39 x x x MA, CP LA
LU40 x x x UP LA
LU4l x x x MA LA
LU42 x x x EA, MA, LA, CP LA
LU43 x x x MA' EA, CP LA
LU44 x x x UP LA
LU45 x x x MA, LA, EA - LA
LU46 x x x UP LA
LU47 x x x UP LA
LU48 x x x UP LA
LU49 x x x UP LA
LU50 x x x UP LA
LU5l x x x UP LA
LU52 x x x HA LA
LU53 x x x HW CP LA,
LU54 x x x MA' CP LA
LU55 x x x MA, LA, EW LA
LU56 x x x MA LA
LU~7 x x x UP LA
LU58 x x x UP LA
LU59 x x x UP LA
LU60 x x x UP LA
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LU62 x x x UP LA
LU63 x x x UP LA
LU64 x x x EA, MA, LA LA
LU65 x x- x M LA
LU66 x x x UP LA
LU67 x x· x MA LA
LU68 x x x EA LA
LU69 x x x UP LA
LU70 x x x UP LA
LUn x x x EA LA
LUn x x x EA LA
LU73 x x x H LA
LU74 x x x MA ErS Laurens 201
LU75 x x x LA ErS Laurens 201
LU76 x x x LA Ers Laurens 201
LUn x x x LA, H ErS Laurens 201
LU78 x x x UP Ers Laurens 201
LU79 x x x UP ErS Laurens 201
LU80-84 Not Present
LU85 x x UP RMS 113
LU86 x x x UP RMS 113
LU 87 x x x UP, H RMS 113
LU88 x x x UP RMS 113
LU89 x x x UP RMS 113
LU90 x x x UP R11S 113
LU91 x x x UP, H RMS 113
LU92 x x x UP RMS 113
LU93 x x x UP RMS 113
LU94 x x x UP RHS 113
LU95-100 Not Present
LU101 x x H ssr
LU102 x x UP ssr
LU103 x x x H ssr
LU104 x x H ssr
LU105 x x x . CP ssr
LU106 x x x UP ssr
LU107 x x x W/M SST
LU108 x x H ssr
LU109 x U UP, H SCHD
LU110 x UP, H SCHD
LU111 x UP SCHD
LU112 x x UP seHD
LU116 x x x MA Laurens Co. 201
LUll7 x x x UP Laurens Co. 201
LU118 x x H Laurens Co. 201
LU119 Not Present
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~
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MCl x x J. de la Howe Ii NR
School
MC2 x x Guillebeau H NR
Ilouse
MC3 x x Price's Mill H NR
MC4 x x M
MC5 x x x MA
MC6 x x x LA, W
MC7 x x x EA, MA
MC8 x x x UP
MC9 x x x }fA, LA(?) , CP
MClO x x x CP
MCn x x Fort Charlotte H
MCl2 x x x EA, MA
MCl3 x x Black's Island EA
MCl6. x x EA, MA, LA AAS Survey
MCl7 x x x MA AAS Survey
MCl8 x x x EA, MA, LA AAS Survey
MCl9 x x ~fA(?) AAS Survey
MC20 x x EA, MA AAS Survey
MC2l x x UP AAS Survey
MC22 x x MA, LA AAS Survey
MC23 x x LA, W AAS Survey
MC24 x x MA AAS Survey
MC25 x x EA, }1A, LA AAS Survey
MC26 x x EA, MA, LA AAS Survey
MC2? x x EA, MA, LA AAS Survey
MC28 x x UP AAS Survey
MC29 x x EA, MA, LA AAS Survey
MC30 x x LA, CP AAS Survey
MC3l x x -x LA, We?) AAS Survey
MC32 x x x MA, LA AAS Survey
MC33 x x x UP AAS Survey
MC34 x x • EA, MA AAS Survey
MC35 x x .x UP AAS Survey
MC36 x x EA AAS Survey
MC37 x x x UP AAS Survey
MC38 x x MA, W AAS Survey
MC39 x x MA, LA, W AAS Survey
MC40 x x UP AAS Survey
MC4l x x EA, MA AAS Survey
MC42 x x EA, MA AAS Survey
MC43 x x EA, W AAS Survey
MC45 x x Cem H LRS
MC46 x x W, H LRS
MC47 x x UP tRSl
MC48 x x UP LRS
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~
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MC50 x x UP LRS
MC5l x x H LRS
MC52 x x H LRS
MC53 x x H LRS
MC54 x x Cem H LRS
MC55 x x H LRS
MC56 x x UP LRS
MCS7 x x H LRS
MC58 x x UP LRS
MC59 x x UP LRS
MC60 x x UP LRS
MC61 x x H LRS
MC62 x x UP, H LRS
MC63 x x UP LRS
MC64 x x UP? LRS
MC65 x x H LRS
MC66 x x UP, H LRS
MC67 x x H LRS
MC68 x x UP, H LRS
MC69 x x H LRS
MC70 x x H LRS
MCn x x H LRS
MCn x x UP LRS
MCn x x UP LRS
MC74 x x H LRS
MC75 x x H LRS
MC76 x x UP LRS
MCn x x UP LRS
MC78 x x H LRS
MC79 x x H LRS
MC80 x x H LRS
MC8l x x UP LRS
MC82 x x UP LRS
MC83 x x UP LRS
MC84 x x UP LRS
MC85 x x UP, H LRS
MC86 x x H LRS
MC87 x x H LRS
MC88 x x UP LRS
MC89 x x H LRS
MC90 x x MA LRS
MC9l x x H LRS
MC9.2 x x UP, H LRS

















MClOl x x EA, MA, LA AAS
MClO2 x x MA AAS
MClO3 x x UP AAS
MCI04 x x UP USFS
MClOS x x H USFS
MClO6 c c H USFS
MClO7 x x H USFS
MClO8 x x H USFS
MCI09
MCllO x x H USFS
MClll x x UP USFS
MC1l2 x x UP USFS
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NEI x x x UP
NE2 x x UP
NE3 x x W
NE4 x x x EA, LA?
NE5 x x x EA, LA, W, H Heavily Collected
NE6 x x x x MA, EA, M, LA, W
NE7 x x x MA? PSS
NE8 x x x MA PSS
NE9 x x x LA PSS
NEIO x x x MA PSS
NEll x x x MA, LA PSS
NEl2 ~ x x MA PSg
NE13 x x x UP PSS
NEl4 x x x MA PSS
NEl5 x x x MA? I'SS
NEl6 x x UP PSS
NEl7 x x UP USFS
NEl8 x Old Courthouse H
NEl9 x x John Kunkle EA, MA, LA, W
NE20 x x x MA, LA, H
NE21 x x x EA, l1A, LA, CP
NE22 x x x UP
NE23 x Opera house H
NE24 x UNK PR
NE2S x liNK PR
NE26 x x x EA thru CP
NE27 x x UP, H USFS·
NE28 x x UP USFS
NE29 x x x MA, LA
NE30 x x x EA, MA, LA
NE31 x x UP EIS
NE32 x x LA
NE33 x x H USFS
NE34 x x UP SCHD
NE35 x x UP
NE36 x x UP USFS
NE37 x x UP USFS
NE38 x x H USFS
NE39 x x H USFS
NE40 x x MA? USFS
NE4l x x UP USFS
NE42 x x UP SCHD
NE43 x x UP SCHD
NE44 x x UP SCHD
NE45 x x EA, LA? PR
NE46 x x EA LA PR
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OCI x x x K.eowee Town CH Kl TS
OC2 x x x H KI TS
OC3 x x x x CH KI TS
OC4 x x x CP KI TS
OC5 x x x CH } HRS
OC6 x x x CH PR
OC7 x x M,LW, H PR
OC8 x x x CH KI TS
OC9 x x x CP Kf TS
OCIO x x UP HRS
OCII x x x LM HRS
OCl2 x x x CH, H HRS
OCl3 x x x CH Caldwell
OCl4 x x CH KI TS
OCl5 x x x CH HRS
OCl6 x x x CH HRS
OCl] x x x CH, EA HRS
OCl8 x CH HRS
OC19 x CH, PH Caldwell
OC20 x x x CH HRS
OC2l x x CH HRS
OC22 x x x CH HRS
OC23 x x x CH, EA, MA ERS
OC24 x x x CH HRS
OC25
OC26 x EA HRS
OC27 x EA ERS
OC28 x x
OC29
OC30 x x x CH ERS
OC3l x x x CH ERS
OC32 x x JRC
OC33 x x x CH HRS
OC34 x x x CP ERS
OC35 x x x CH
OC36 x x H NRHP
OC37 x CH
OC38 x x H
OC39 x x x CH
OC40 x x H NRHP
OC4l x x CP
OC42 x CP




OC46 x x x Caldwell
OC47 x x x CH HRS
OC48
OC49
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~
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OC51 x x x LA, EW JRS
OC52 JRS
OC53 x x x CP, H JRS
OC54 x x x EA, CP JRS
OC55






ocn x CP, H S. Jackson
ocn x CP S. Jackson
OCIOI x x x UP BCT
OCI02 x x x UP BCT
OCI03 x x x UP, H BCT
OCI04 x x x UP
OCIOS
OCI06
OCI07 x x UP, H BRT
OCI08
OCI09 x x UP USPS
OCIIO x x UP USPS
OCIII x x H USPS
OC1l2 x x UP USPS
OC1l3 x x UP USPS
OCl14 x x UP USPS
OCllS x x UP USPS
OCl16 x x UP USPS
DCI17 x x UP USPS
OCIIS x x W/M USPS
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RD3 x x x x W!M Zoo-Houtong Bozard
RD5 x UNK K. Lindsay
RD6 x Near Fall Line W/M K. Lindsay
RD7 x Near Fall Line W!M K. Lindsay
RD8 x x Near Fall Line W!M K. Lindsay
RD9 x Near Fall Line H K. Lindsay
RD12 x x x Near Fall Line M/W T. M. Ryan
RD13 x x H S. South
RD14 x x H R. L. Stephenson
RD17 x x H R. L. Stephenson
RD18 x x x Fall Line EA, MA, LA E. T. Hemmings
RD20 x x UP Karen Lindsay
RD21 x x UP Karen Lindsay
RD22 x x UP Karen Lindsay
RD23 x x UP Karen Lindsay
RD24 x x x Fall Line H R. L. Stephenson
RD25 x x x Fall Line UP J. L. Michie
RD27 x x H R. Polpemus
RD28 x x x Fall Line EA, MA, M/W R. Polhemus
RD29 x x x H Miller-Bianchi
RD31 x H M. G. Rhett
RD32 x H M. G. Rhett
RD33 x H M. G. Rhett
RD34 x H M. G. Rhett
RD35 x x H M. G. Rhett
RD36 x R M. G. Rhett
RD37 x x x H 1st Presby Ch. Pkng Lot
RD38 x H NR
RD39 x H NR
RD40 x H NR
RD42 x H NR
RD43 x H NR
RD44 x H NR
RD45 x H NR
RD46 x x H NR
RD47 x H NR
RD48 x H NR
RD49 x x H NR
RD50 x H NR
RD51 x H NR
RD52 x Fall Line W/M Teague & Jameson
RD54 x x H Susan Thomas
RD56 x x x H T. M. Ryan
RD58 x x x H Columbia Zoo
RD59 x x x x H Columbia Zoo
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RD6l x x x MA, W/M Columbia Zoo
RD65 x H NR
RD75 x x M/W M. G. Rhett
RD76 x x x MA, W/M, H Dept. of Corrections
RD77 x x x x MA Dept. of Corrections
RD78 x x x MA Dept. of Corrections
RD82 x x UP John Kirby
RD83 x Fall Line area UP M. Trinkley
RD88 x x x Fall Line area M/W, MA Thomas Pietras
RD89 x x x W/M Thomas Pietras
RD90 x x x W/M Thomas Pietras
RD9l x x x Fall Line area W/M Thomas Pietras
RD92 x x Fall Line area H M. G. Rhett
RD93 x x x Fall Line area W/M T. Pietras
RD94 x x x W/M T. Pietras
RD95 x x W/M Daryl P. Miller
RD96 x x Fall Line area UNK Daryl P. Miller
RD97 x x Fall Line area LA, MA Daryl P. Miller
RD98 x x Fall Line area UNK Daryl P. Milller
RD99 x x Fall Line area MA, LA Daryl P. Miller
RDlOO x x Paleo, MA J. L. Michie
RDlOl x x x Fall Line area W/M A. Goodyear
RDlO4 x x x UP 1-77
RDlO5 x x x W/M Crane Creek Survey
RDll6 x x 1. F. MA Crane Creek Survey
RD1l7 x x x UP Crane Creek Survey
RD1l8 x x x UP Crane Creek Survey
RD1l9 x x x UP Crane Creek Survey
RDl20 x x x UP Crane Creek Survey
RDl2l x x x W/M Crane Creek Survey
RDl23 x x UP Crane Creek Survey
RDl24 x x 1.F. UP Crane Creek Survey
RDl25 x x UP Crane Creek Survey
RDl26 x x 1.F. UP Crane Creek Survey
RDl27 x x MA D. P. Miller
RDl28 x x Fall Line area UP D. P. Miller
RDl33 x x EA, MA. ,LA D. R. Sutherland
RD134 See Ferguson 76P Crane Creek
for further data
RDl35 x x LA, W/M D. P. Miller
RDl43 x x x x UP SCHD Bridge Proj
RDl49 x x EA A. Goodyear
RDl59 x x x Fall Line area H Brooks & Wolfe
RDl65 x x W/M Ferguson
RDl67 x x Fall Line area W/M T. Charles
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SAl X X X X A, UP DRS
SA2 X X UP DRS
SA3 X (poor) X U
SA4 X X U
SA5 X X U
SA6 X (poor) U
SA7 X " U
SA8 X " U
SA9 X X X W, H
SAIO X X U
SAlI X (Saluda X X X EA, LA, M, H RLS, ETH
Old
Town)
SM2 X X EA, MA, LA,W/M
SAl3 X X X MILA ~EB
SAl4 X X X X MA JLM
BAl5 X X UP J1M
SAl6 X X UP JLM
SA17 X X MA JLM
SAl8 X X E, M, LA, W
SAl9 X X E, M, LA, W JLM
SA20 X X MA JLM
SA21 X X UP J1M
SA22 X X X EA, MA, LA PR




SA27 X X X UP JDS
SA28 X X X UP/H CAS
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UNI x x x x H R. L. Stephenson
UN2 x x Blackstock UP Karen Lindsay
Mound
UN3 x x Blackstock H R. L. Stephenson
Battlefield
UN4 x x H R. L. Stephenson
UN5 x x Fishweir UP, H R. L. Stephenson
UN6 x x M/W W. Guinnen
UN7 x x x MA, LA Hemmings' Survey
UN8 x x Cross Key's H NRHP
House
UN9 x Herndon TerraceH NRHP
UNIO x x Padgett's H NRHP
Creek Baptist Church
UNl2 x x Murph Tract M, LA NRHP
UNII x x H NRHP
UN13 x x Chardis UP SCS Fair Forest Creek
UNl4 x x x Santa GertrudisUP SCS Fair Forest Creek
UNl6 x x UP M. G. Rhett
UNl7 x x UP D. H. Sullivan Site Survey
UNl8 x x UP D. H. Sullivan Site Survey
UN19 x x UP USFS
UN20 x x UP USFS
UN21 x x MA USFS
UN22-24 Not Present
UN25 x x x UP, H 1AA Highway Survey
UN26 x x x LA, UP 1M Highway Survey
UN27 x x x MA, H 1M Highway Survey
UN28 x x x UP 1M Highway Survey
UN29 x x x Ridge tops UP 1M Highway Survey
UN30 x x x Ridge tops UP 1M Highway Survey
UN31 x x x Quarry site UP 1M Highway Survey
UN32 x x x Quarry site UP 1M Highway Survey
UN33 x x x Quarry site UP 1M Highway Survey
UN34 x x x Quarry site UP 1M Highway Survey
UN35 x x x Quarry site M/W, H 1M Highway Survey
UN36 x x x Quarry site UP 1M Highway Survey
UN37 x x x Quarry site MA 1M Highway Survey
UN38 x x x Quarry site UP 1M Highway Survey
UN39 x x x Quarry site UP, H 1M Highway Survey
UN40 x x x Quarry site EA 1M Highway Survey
UN41 x x x Quarry site MA 1M Highway Survey
UN42 x x x Quarry site EA-MA 1M Highway Survey
UN43 x x x Quarry site UP 1M Highway Survey
UN45 x x x Quarry site UP 1M Highway Survey
UN46 x x x Quarry site LA 1M Highway Survey
UN47 x x x Quarry site UP, H 1M Highway Survey
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UN49 x x x Quarry site UP IAA Highway Survey
UN50 x x x Quarry site UP IAA Highway Survey
UN5l x x x Quarry site UP IAA Highway Survey
UN52 x x x Quarry site UP IAA Highway Survey
UN53 x x x Quarry site UP IAA Highway Survey,
UN54 x x x Quarry site UP IAA Highway Survey
UN55 x x x Quarry site UP IAAHighway Survey
UN56 x x x Quarry' site UP IAA Highway Survey
UN57 x 'X x Quarry site UP IAA Highway Survey
UN58 x x x Ridge. top LA IAA Highway Survey
Lithic Scatter
UN59 x x x Ridge top UP IAA Highway Survey
Lithic Scatter
UN60 x x x " UP IAA Highway Survey
UN6l x x x " UP IAA Highway Survey
UN62 x x x " UP IAA Highway Survey
UN63 x x x " UP IAA Highway Survey
UN64 x x x " UP, H IAA Highway Survey
UN65 x x x " UP IAA Highway Survey
UN66 x x x " EA IAA Highway Survey
UN67 x x x " UP IAA Highway Survey
UN68 x 'X x " EA, M/W 1AA Highway Survey
UN69 x x x " EA IAA Highway Survey
UN70 x x x " EA IAA Highway Survey
UN71 x x x " UP IAA Highway Survey
UN72 x x x " UP, H IAA Highway Survey
UN73 x x x " UP IAA Highway Survey
UN74 x x x " MA IAA Highway Survey
UN75 x x x " UP IAA Highway Survey
UN76 x x x " UP, H IAA Highway Survey
UN77 x x x " EA IAA Highway Survey
UN78 x x x " UP IAA Highway Survey
UN79 x x x LRTSLAS UP 1AA Highway Survey
UN80 x x Riverine UP 1AA Highway Survey
UN82 x x x Hill Top UP IAA Highway Survey
UN83 x x 'X Slope UP 1AA Highway Survey
UN84 x x x UP 1AA Highway Survey
UN85 x x x Isolated find UP 1AA Highway Survey
UN86 x x x LF. UP IAA Highway Survey
UN87 x x x LF. UP 1AA Highway Survey
UN88 x x x LF. UP IAA Highway Survey
UN89 x x x LF. UP IAA Highway Survey
UN90 x x x LF. UP IAA Highway Survey
UN91 x x x LF. UP IAA Highway Survey
UN92 x x x LF. UP IAA Highway Survey
UN93 x x x LF. UP 1AA Highway Survey
UN94 x x x LF. UP IAA Highway Survey
UN95 x x x UP 1AA Highway Survey
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UN97 x x UP 1M Highway Survey
UN98 x x UP 1M Highway Survey
UN99 x x UP 1M Highway Survey
UNIOO x x LA IM Highway Survey
UNIOI x x M/W 1M Highway Survey
UNI02 x x UP 1M Highway Survey
UNI03 x x MA 1M Highway Survey
UNI04 x x MA, LA 1M Highway Survey
UNI05 x x EA 1M Highway Survey
UNI06 x x UP 1M Highway Survey
UNI07 x x I.F. UP 1M HighY1ay Survey
UNI08 x x UP 1M Highway Survey
UNI09 x x LA 1M Highway Survey
UNIIO x x UP 1M Highway Survey
UNlll x x UP 1M Highway Survey
UN112 x x UP 1M Highway Survey
UNl13 x x UP 1M Highway Survey
UN116 x x H 1M Highway Survey
UNl15 x x UP, H 1M Highway Survey
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SPl X X X X H Price House
SP2 X X X H Anders.on' s Grist Mill
SP3 X X X H
SP4 X X X H ~






SPll X X X UP W'offord Soapstone Quarry
SPl2 X X X UP WSQ
SPl3 X X X UP WSQ
SPl4 X .X X UP WSQ
SPl5 X X X UP WE
SPl6 X X UP/H WE
SPl7 X X X UP WSQ
SPl8 X X X UP WSQ
SPl9 X X X UP WSQ
SP20 X X X UP WSQ
SP2l X X UP WSQ
SP22 X X H
SP23 X X Soapstone quarryup
SP24 X H
SP25 X X H
SP26 X X H
SP27 X H
SP28 X X X X UP Pacolet R.
X X X UP nSP29 X
X X X UP "SP30 X
X X UP "SP3l X X
X X X UP "SP32 X
X X UP "SP33 X X
X . X UP IISP34 X X
X W/M "SP35 X X
X MA "SP36 X X X
X LA "SP37 X X X
UP "SP38 X X X X
UP "SP39 X X X X
IISP40 X X MA
SP4l X X X X MA Chesnee By Pass
SP42
SP43 X X UP
SP44 X X H SCHD
SP45 UP/H SCHD
SP46-57 Not Present
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38YKI X X -UF PR
Yi{2 X X Uf PRYK3 X X PR
YK4 X X UP PRYK5 X X UP PR
YK6 X X UP PR
YK7 X White House H NRHPYK8 X X MA, CP SCASSYK9 X X :UP SCHDYKIO X X UP SCHnYKll .X X Rock shelter UP WIPYK12 X X " " UP W1PYK!3 X X " " A&B UP WIPYK14 X X " " UP W1PYK15 X X " " UPYK16 X X UP PRYK17 X X X UP, H PRYK18 X X X H PR-
YK19 X X Rock Pile UP PR
YK20 X Log Cabin H RC1AAYK2l X X X Bratton Home H RC1AA
YK23 X X UP SCHnYK24 X X X UP 1-77
YK25 X X X UP 1-77
YK26 X X X UP 1-77YK27 X x;~ UP NCAS
YK28 X X CP NCAS
YK29 X X UP NCAS
YK30 X X CP NCASYK3l X X EA,MA,LA NCASYK32 X X UP NCAS
YK33 X X EA NCASYK34 X X EA NCASYK35 X X X UP,H SB1AAYK36 X X X X H KMNMP
YK37 X X X UP 1-77YK38 X X X H 1-77YK39 X X X UP 1-77YK40 X X X UP 1-77YK50 X X X CP A/M'
YK5l X X CP A/KIAAYK52 X X CP A/MIAAYK53 X X X UP,H A/MIAAYK54 X X LA PR
YK55 X X LA PR
YK56 X X EA,LA,CP PR








tn~ tJtn Other Data Affiliation· RecordedB,}"
YK58 x x LA PR
YK85 x x LA PR
YK126 x x x UP SFS
YK127 x x x UP SFS
YK128 x x x UP SFS
